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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
The polls will open from 1 1 :00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town ofRichmond, in the
County of Cheshire in said state,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs;
You are hear by notified to meet at the Veterans
Memorial Hall in said Richmond on Tuesday the 14th of





To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To vote by ballot to accept the 2000 revision to the
Richmond Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Richmond
Planning Board in accordance with the statutes of the State of
New Hampshire.
Amend the ordinance as follows:
Amendment # 1
articles 4, 5, and 6) and to require an 83 foot set back
from the center line of class III and class To remove Class III
roads (unmaintained state roads) as permissible locations for
any building lot (VI roads if abutting a permissible building lot
(article 315).
Amendment # 2
Separate cluster development requirements (new article
406) from those of apartments (article 404).
Amendment # 3
Cluster Development: To require that the overall
density of dwelling units be one per three acres, but that
individual lots be 1 1/2 acres with the remaining land to be
owned in common to be used for recreational areas, trails and
paths. Access roads to individual lots would be privately
owned, would not be included in the individual lot area and
would be approved by the Board of Selectmen.
Amendment # 4
Delete the current exception from the building permit
requirement for structures less than 100 square feet.
Amendment # 5
Delete the requirement that plans for a building permit
be drawn to scale.
Amendment # 6
Add the requirement that the distance of wells and septic
tanks, from set back lines, be shown on building permit
application.
Amendment # 7
Add the requirement that application for a building
permit show a dimensional floor plan.
Amendment # 8
To generally amend the Special Exception provisions of
Article 10, as follows:
1) 1001.1 The board, in acting on an
application, shall take into consideration the
following criteria determine that the following
criteria are met:
2) 1 00 1 . 1 .a) The proposed site is in an
appropriate location for the proposed use.
3) lOOl.l.b) The proposed use will not affect
the use, enjoyment or value of adjacent property.
An adverse effect on adjacent property is one
which would limit the use ofneighborhood
property by causing such problems as ..The
board will consider such problems as ..
Amendment # 9
To generally amend the provisions of Article 10 relative
to Wireless Communication Facilities, as follows:
l.To increase the tower setback from "greater
than its height plus 10 feet..." to "greater than the
combined tower and antenna height plus 10
feet...".
2.Delete Paragraph 1001.1 g) 3: The applicant
must agree to provide access to use ofthe
tower/antenna at reasonable cost to all other
applicants, where possible.
3.Delete Paragraph 1001.1 g) 4: The applicant
must agree to permit, at reasonable costs, the
10.
construction of additional antennas on the same
lot where possible.
Amendment # 10
To delete Paragraph 1001.2 of Article 10, which
currently permits an auxiliary building to be placed
closer to an abutter's properly line than the distance
required by the zoning ordinance, provided the written
consent of all owners abutting the property lines is filed
with the permit application.
Amendment # 1
1
To generally amend the provisions of Article 10 relative




Correct a typographical error in Paragraph
1001.5.1 to make clear that lake frontage is 150
feet, and road and yard requirements of each
district apply.
2. 1001.5.4 Any change or expansion in use
or scale of activity is subject to a new Special
Exception approval from the Board of
Adjustment and Site Plan Review by the
Planning Board.
3. Add new Paragraph 1001 .5.6: Any expansion
of use or scale of activity is subject to Site Plan
Review by the Planning Board.
4. Add new Paragraph 1001.5.7: Prohibited
activities: Outdoor lighting for use other than
illumination for safety purposes.
n.
Amendment # 12
To amend the definitions of Educational & Cultural
Facilities and Youth Camps, Article 15, by deleting in
both cases the requirement that these facilities be
operated by not-for-profit organizations.
Amendment # 1 3 Proposed by the Board of
Selectmen
To increase the setback requirement from an abutter's
property line, where the only structure permitted is
fencing, from 25 feet to 37 1/2 feet in Articles 402.2 and
502.2.
At 7:00 P.M. the following;
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $33,450 for Executive Salaries and Expenses, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $29,394 for Election, Registration &Vital Statistics,
or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,657 for Financial Administration, or take any
action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
6. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 for Damages and Legal Expenses, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
7. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $19,000 for Employee Benefits, or take any action
thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
12.
8. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,875 for Local and Regional Planning and Zoning,
or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
9. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $18,920 for General Government Buildings, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
10. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,700 for Cemeteries, or take any action thereon.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,039 for Insurance, or take any action
thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,300 for Other General Government
(town report), or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $52,592 for operating expenses for a full time and
part-time police officer, or take any action thereon. (Not
recommended by Selectmen)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8,500 for Ambulance Service, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 for the Fire Department, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
16 To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the
Rescue Squad, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
13.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000 for a new Defibrillator that will meet the
advanced Cardiac Life Support requirements ofthe Cheshire
Medical Center protocols, or take any action thereon.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
18. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,900 for Emergency Management, or
take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire Department Equipment
Fund, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
20. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Meadowood County Area
Fire Department, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $50 for the Health Department, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise $73,686 and
appropriate the sum of $1 1 1,550 for Highways and Streets, or
take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,200 for Street Lighting, or take any
action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
24.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $30,000 for Solid Waste Disposal, or take any action
thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Home Health Care and
Community Service, or take any action thereon. (By Request)
14.
26. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $924 for the Monadnock Family & Mental Health
Service, or take any action thereon. (By Request)
27. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,500 for The Community Kitchen,
Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request)
28. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500 for the Southwestern Community Services,
Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500 for the Samaritans, or take any action thereon.
(By Request)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum $600 for Green Thumb or take any action thereon. (By
Request)
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum $500 for Camp Holiday or take any action thereon. (By
Request)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Direct Assistance, or take any
action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
33. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Intergovernmental Welfare,
or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200 for the Community Park
Commission, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
15.
35. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200 for the Richmond 250
Commission, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the Recreation Committee, or
take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Beach Committee, or take
any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $16,280 for the Library, or take any
action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest on Tax Anticipation
Notes, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under
the provisions ofRSA 31:19-a, known as the Fire Truck Fund,
for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck. (Majority vote
required.) (Recommended by Selectmen)
41
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000 to add to the Expendable General
Fund Trust Fund Established 1998. Article 38, under the
provisions ofRSA 31:19-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund,
for the purpose of purchasing a new Police Vehicle. (Majority
vote required.) (Recommended by Selectmen)
42. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,300 to add to the Expendable General
Fund Trust Fund Established 1998. Article 39, under the
16.
provisions ofRSA 31:1 9-a, known as the Veteran Hall Furnace
Fund, for the purpose ofreplacing the furnace and installing
insulation in the Veterans Hall. (Majority vote required.)
(Recommended by Selectmen)
43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund Established 1999. Article 42, under
the provisions ofRSA 31:19-a, known as the Municipal
Building Fund, for the purpose of building a new municipal
building(s) (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by
Selectmen)
44. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund Established 1999. Article 43, under
the provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a, known as the Property
Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of Revaluation of all
property in town. (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by
Selectmen)
45. To see if the Town will vote to create an Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund under the provisions ofRSA 31:1 9-a
to be known as the Town Hall Insulation Fund, for the purpose
of installing insulation in the Town Hall, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 to be placed in this fond and
to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to
expend the fund. (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by
Selectmen)
46. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the operation ofTown
affairs.
47. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money, for the use of the Town, in
anticipation of taxes.
17.
48. To see ifthe town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
49. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc.
heretofore chosen and to take any action thereon.
50. To take any action that may legally come before the
meeting.
Given under our hand and seal, this th day of













Executive Office 35,325.00 29,995.93 33,450.00
Election, Regis & Vital Stat 29,187.00 24,602.41 29,394.00
Financial Administration 17,350.00 16,095.34 22,657.00
Legal Expense 8,000.00 2,286.80 10,000.00
Benefits 18,500.00 14,265.77 19,000.00
Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 3,859.12 5,875.00
General Government Bldgs 13,600.00 10,655.85 18,920.00
Cemeteries 1,700.00 1,700.00 1,700.00
Insurance 14,600.00 13,658.55 10,039.00
Town Report 2,300.00 1,759.44 2,300.00
Public Safety
Police Department 30,000.00 27,794.31 52,592.00
Ambulance 10,000.00 9,420.05 8,500.00
Fire Department 15,000.00 14,987.63 15,000.00
Rescue Squad 4,000.00 3,475.77 5,000.00
Rescue - Protective Clothing 2,800.00 2,691.40
Rescue- Defibrillator 6,000.00
Emergency Management 4,900.00 4,211.63 4,900.00
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00 250.00 250.00
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 1,000.00
Health Administration 50.00 50.00 50.00
Highways & Streets & Roads
Highways & Streets 105,800.00 94,983.87 111,550.00
Blinker 1,200.00 1,161.74 1,200.00
Sanitation
SW Disposal Winchester 32,000.00 30,629.49 30,000.00
Outside Agencies
Home Health Care 3,000.00 910.00 3,000.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00 924.00
Keene Comm Kitchen 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,500.00
Southwestern Comm Serv 500.00 500.00 500.00




General Assist/Welfare 4,000.00 83.93 4,000.00
Old Age Assist 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Culture & Recreation
Community Park 200.00 132.00 200.00
250 Commission 200.00
Recreation 2,000.00 1,850.00 2,000.00
Beach 1,500.00 797.62 1,000.00
Library 15,291.00 15,155.25 16,280.00
Debt Service TAN 2,500.00 - 2,500.00
Capital Reserve
Fire Truck Cap Reserve (1995) 20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00
Police Car Cap Reserve (1999) 20,000.00 20,000.00 3,000.00
Veteran Hall Furnace Cap Res (1998) 8,500.00 8,500.00 4,300.00
Municipal Bldg Fund Cap Res (1999) 5,000.00 5,000.00 15,000.00
Re evaluation Fund Cap Res (1999) 5,000.00 5,000.00 15,000.00
Town Hall Insulation Cap Res (2000) 4,500.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $ 441,277.00 $ 389,187.90 $ 485,881.00
19.
1999 SOURCES OF REVENUE
Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Excavation Tax
Licenses Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Municipal Agent Fee
Building Permits
Other Licenses, Permits, Fees
From State
Shared Revenue










































RICHMOND TOWN MEETING RESULTS 1999
The moderator announced that the Richmond Rescue Squad was offering baked goods with
donations to benefit the squad. He also announced that he would keep the polls open for those
who had not had chance to vote, that once articles were settled they would not be allowed back
on the floor, and that articles 13 and 14 would be considered before article 6.
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 pm. Reverend James Choi led the invocation. The
flag salute was led by Junior Girl Scout Troop #2696.
1 OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, John Greer -155
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, Robert Coy -178
Trustee of Trust Funds for one (1) year, William Hatch -182
Trustee of Trust Funds for two (2) years, Doug Bersaw -4
Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years, William Hatch -3 (declined)
Moderator for three (3) years, Theodore Aldrich -175
Planning Board for three (3) years, Lloyd Condon -151
Planning Board for three (3) years, Stanley Pogorzelski -134
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Melissa Herman -173
Supervisor of the Checklist for six (6) years, Dorothy Sylvester -12
2. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,325 for Executive Salaries
and Expenses, or take any action thereon. Passed.
3. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $29, 1 87 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics, or take any action thereon. Passed.
4. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,350 for Financial
Administration, or take any action thereon. Passed.
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 for Damages and Legal
Expenses, or take any action thereon. Passed.
13. The Town was asked to raise $10,500 and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for
salaries for a full iime Police Department, contingent upon the Town's receipt of $19,500 in
federal police grants, or take any action thereon. (A petition was submitted to vote by written
ballot. With the petitioners' consent this was held by the moderator in case the more expedient
vote did not go petitioners' way.) "Point of order" : non-residents should not be allowed to
speak Moderator explained that Officer Wood would be the most qualified to answer the
questions being raised and allowed Officer Wood the floor. This decision was unopposed.
Question called. Failed. Article Failed by a Hand vote 34 yes, 49 No (Petition not used
because vote went as the petitioners wished.)
21.
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14. The Town was asked to raise $19,655 and appropriate the sum of $30,850 for the
Police Department, contingent upon the Town's receipt of $1 1,195 received in federal police
grants, or take any action thereon. Amendment to raise $33,055 and appropriate $44,250,
contingent upon the Town's receipt of $1 1,195 received in federal police grants. 2nd amendment
to raise and appropriate $30,000 and delete contingency. Question called. Passed. 2nd
amendment passed by a Hand vote 44 Yes, 33 No. Amended amendment Passed. Article as
amended passed. (The Town voted to raise and appropriate $30,000 for the Police Department.)
6. The Town was asked to raise $19,812 and appropriate the sum of $26,069 for
Employee Benefits, contingent upon the Town's receipt of $6,257 in federal police grants, or take
any action thereon Amendment made to raise and appropriate $18,500 and delete contingency.
Amendment Passed Article Passed as amended.
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500 for Local and Regional
Planning and Zoning, or take any action thereon. Passed.
8 The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for Capitol
Improvement plan for roads, or take any action thereon. Failed.
The moderator called a ten minute recess.
9 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 3,600 for General Government
Buildings, or take any action thereon. Passed.
The moderator closed the polls at 9:06pm.
1 0. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,700 for Cemeteries, or take
any action thereon Passed.
j 1 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,600 for Insurance, or take
any action thereon. Passed.
12. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300 for Other General
Government (town report), or take any action thereon. Passed.
1 5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Ambulance Service, i
or take any action thereon. Passed.
16. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,000 for the Fire
Department, or take any action thereon. Passed.
1 7 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the Rescue Squad, or
take any action thereon. Passed.
18. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,800 for NFPA pathogen





19. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,900 for Emergency
Management , or take any action thereon. Passed.
20. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $50 for the Health Department,
or take any action thereon. Passed.
21
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire Department
Equipment Fund, or take any action thereon. Passed.
22. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 for the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon. Passed
23. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $105,800 for Highways and
Streets, or take any action thereon. Passed.
24. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for Street Lighting, or
take any action thereon. Passed.
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,000 for Solid Waste
Disposal, or take any action thereon. Passed.
26. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Home
Health Care and Community Service, or take any action thereon. (By Request) Amendment to
raise and appropriate $1,000. Amendment Failed. Article Passed.
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $924 for the Monadnock Family
& Mental Health Service, or take any action thereon.(By Request) Passed.
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 for The Community
Kitchen, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request) Passed.
29. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Southwestern
Community Services, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request) Passed. Hand vote. 30 Yes,
18 No
30. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for Camp Holiday or
take any action thereon. (By Request) Failed.
3 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Samaritans, or
take any action thereon. (By Request) Passed. Hand vote. 36 Yes, 19 No.
32. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Direct Assistance,
or take any action thereon. Passed.
33. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Intergovernmental
Welfare, or take any action thereon. Passed.
34. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the Community Park
Commission, or take any action thereon. Passed.
23.
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35. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the Recreation
Committee, or take any action thereon. Passed.
36. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the Beach
Committee, or take any action thereon. Passed.
37. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,291 for the Library, or take
any action thereon. Passed.
38. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest on Tax
Anticipation Notes, or take any action thereon. Passed.
39. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA
31:1 9-a, known as the Fire Truck Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck. (Majority
vote required.) (Recommended by the Selectmen.) Passed.
40. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998. Article 38, under the provisions ofRSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new Police Vehicle.
(Majority vote required ) (Recommended by the Selectmen.) Passed.
41
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,500 to add to the Expendable
General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998. Article 39, under the provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a,
known as the Veteran Hall Furnace Fund, for the purpose of replacing the furnace and installing
insulation in the Veterans Hall. (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by the Selectmen.)
Passed.
42. The Town voted to create an Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under the
provisions of RSA 31:1 9-a to be known as the Municipal Building Fund, for the purpose of
building a new municipal building(s), and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the
fund. (Majority vote required.) (Recommended by the Selectmen.) Passed.
43. The Town voted to create an Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under the
provisions of RSA 31:1 9-a to be known as the Property Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of
revaluation of all property in town, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be
placed in this fund and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the
fund. (Majority vote required )(Recommended by the Selectmen.) Passed.
44. The Town voted to place a question on the State Election Ballot to change polling
hours so that polls shall open at 1 1 :00 AM and close at 7:00 PM for all regular state elections
beginning by the year 2000. Passed
45. The Town voted to allow prepayment of taxes and authorize the collector of taxes to
accept payments and prepayments of taxes, up to two years in advance of the due date of the
taxes, under the provisions of RSA 80:52-a. (All prepayments shall be clearly designated as
prepayment and shall specify the exact property that the prepayment is to be credited against. No
interest shall accrue to the taxpayer on any prepayment, nor shall any interest be paid to the
24.
5
taxpayer on prepayment which is later subject to rebate or refund ) Passed
46. The Town voted to urge the General Court ofNew Hampshire, US Congress, and the
President of the United States to support and pass meaningful laws reforming electoral campaign
financing. Meaningful reform will:
return the political process to the will of the people;
encourage participation by qualified candidates with limited means;
reduce the influence of moneyed special interests on election and lawmaking; and
restore the principal of "one person, one vote" to elections.
(Submitted by petition.) Passed.
47. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the
operation of Town affairs. Passed.
48. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use of the
Town in anticipation of taxes Passed.
49. The town voted to authorize the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the
Town by tax collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction, or
the property may be advertised seal bids, or be otherwise disposed of as justice may require,
pursuant to RSA 80:80. Passed.
50. There were no reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen.
5 1
.
During other business retiring Fire Chief, Buzz Shaw was given a standing ovation
for his years of service. The selectmen were thanked for putting pressure on the Monadnock
Regional School Board to curb expenses. It was announced that Weldon Mattson was stepping
down as selectman, and he was thanked for his three years of service. Selectmen announced the
need for volunteers to take part in Town affairs. The "Rooster" was recognized for its
contributions to the town. Ted Aldrich was thanked for being moderator.
Motion to adjourn. Passed. 10:11pm











Executive 35,325.00 29,995.93 5,329.07
Election, Registration & Vital Statistics 29,187.00 24,602.41 4,584.59
Financial Administration 17,350.00 16,095.34 1,254.66
Legal Expense 8,000.00 2,286.80 5,713.20
Benefits 18,500.00 14,265.77 4,234.23
Planning & Zoning 3,500.00 3,859.12 (359.12)
General Government Buildings 13,600.00 10,655.85 2,944.15
Cemeteries 1,700.00 1,700.00 .
Insurance 14,600.00 13,658.55 941.45
Town Report 2,300.00 1,759.44 540.56
Police Department 30,000.00 27,794.31 2,205.69
Ambulance 10,000.00 9,420.05 579.95
Fire Department 15,000.00 14,987.63 12.37
Rescue Squad 4,000.00 3,475.77 524.23
Rescue - Protective Clothing 2,800.00 2,691.40 108.60
Health Administration 50.00 50.00 -
Emergency Management 4,900.00 4,211.63 688.37
Fire Dept Equipment Fund 250.00 250.00 -
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 -
Highways & Streets 105,800.00 94,983.87 10,816.13
Blinker 1,200.00 1,161.74 38.26
SW Disposal Winchester 32,000.00 30,629.49 1,370.51
Home Health Care 3,000.00 910.00 2,090.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00 *
Keene Community Kitchen 1,000.00 1,000.00 .
Southwestern Community Service 500.00 500.00 -
The Samaritans 500.00 500.00 -
General Assistance/Welfare 4,000.00 83.93 3,916.07
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00 1,000.00
Community Park 200.00 132.00 68.00
Recreation 2,000.00 1,850.00 150.00
Beach 1,500.00 797.62 702.38
Library 15,291 00 15,155.25 135.75
Debt Service TAN 2,500.00 2,500.00
Fire Truck Capital Reserve (95) 20,000.00 20,000.00 -
Police Car Capital Reserve (99) 20,000.00 20,000.00 -
Veteran Hall Furnace Capital Reserve (98) 8,500.00 8,500.00 -
Municipal Bldg Fund Cap Reserve (99) 5,000.00 5,000.00 -
Revaluation Fund Cap Reserve (99) 5,000.00 5,000.00 -
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Town of Richmond NH
Comparative Balance Sheet
December 31, 1999 and 1998
ASSETS 1999 1998
Cash on Hand $ 45,938.46 $ 457,106.16
Investments 443.428.91 182,674.58
Special Account 6,247.73
Tax Lien Receivables 63,785.48 62,136.82
Property Taxes Receivable 155,668.41 146,410.02
Yield Tax Receivable 1 1 ,223.03 9,71 2.64
Allowance for Uncollectible Taxes (51,797.11) (46,076.75)
Total Assets $ 674,494.91 $ 811.963.47
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable $ 1,920.20
Contracts Payable 12,661.00
Freeport Bond Payable 2,326.31
Payroll Taxes Payable 1 ,724.63
Special Account 6.247.73
Monadnock Regional School District 333.269.00 555.697.00
Total Liabilities 358,148.87 555,697.00
FUND BALANCE 316,346.04 256,266.47
1999 BUDGET SUMMARY
Actual Town Revenue 307.889.57
Estimated Budget Revenue (DRA) 287,239.00
Net Revenue Surplus $ 20,650.57
Actual Town Expenditures 401 ,848.00
Budget Appropriation 441.277.00
Net Appropriation Balance $ 39.429.00
1999 Net Budget Surplus $ 60,079.57
1998 Fund Balance $ - $ 256,266.47
1999 FUND BALANCE $ 316,346.04
28.
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1999
1999 1999
Taxes Revised Actual Excess Deficit
Land Use Change Tax 3,300.00 $3,389.66 $89.66
Yield Taxes 40,000.00 56,322.92 $16,322.92
Payments in Lieu of Taxes 1,500.00 1,500.00 $0.00
Interest & Penalties/Delinquent Tax 20,000.00 23,266.20 $3,266.20
Inventory Penalties 1,500.00 1,986.32 $486.32
Excavation Tax
Licenses Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 90,000.00 109,545.00 $19,545.00
Municipal Agent Fee 2,368.00 $2,368.00
Building Permits 1,000.00 1,395.00 $395.00
Other Licenses, Permits, Fees 1,000.00 4,875.17 $3,875.17
From State $0.00
Shared Revenue 15,000.00 41,581.55 $26,581.55
Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 12,000.00 ($12,000.00)
Highway Block Grant 40,000.00 35,553.36 ($4,446.64)
Other Grants 2,956.37 2,956.37
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 500.00 517.74 $17.74
Other Charges - 1,500.00 2,250.00 $750.00
Miscellaneous Revenues $0.00
Interest on Investments 7,000.00 16,510.28 $9,510.28
Property Rental 325.00 $325.00
Other Charges 3,547.00 $3,547.00





Uncollected Taxes, Beginning of Year
Property Taxes 146,410.02
Yield Taxes 9,712.64
Taxes Committed this year:
Property Taxes 1,138,785.00 876.57
Yield Taxes 64,425.06




Property Taxes 2J27.02 67.22





TOTAL DEBITS 1,216,510.64 $159,993.78
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 976,974.22 83,017.46
Land Use Change 3,389.66 2,927.33
Yield Taxes 48,936.34 697.15
Interest 2,835.06 2,690.35
Inventory Penalties 1,294.00 707.82
Excavation Tax 165.00
Conversion to Lien 69,953.77
Year 2000 credit memo's 4,544.49
Abatements:
Property Taxes . 4,073.45
Yield Taxes 4,136.43
Interest 5.11
Current Levy Deeded 14.00
Uncollected Taxes End of Year:
Property Taxes 159,667.08
Yield Taxes 10,475.80
TOTAL CREDITS $1,216,510.64 $159,993.88
30.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1999
1996 &
1998 1997 Prior




During Fiscal Year: 69,953.77
Interest & Costs Collected
Interest 2,157.24 5,185.87 5,846.16
Deeded 1998 70.41
Overpayment
TOTAL DEBITS $72,181.42 $43,958.42 $29,210.43
Remittance to Treasurer:
Redemption's 33,796.61 20,334.40 16,892.46
Interest/Costs
Interest 2,157.24 5,184.04 5,846.16
Liens Deeded to Town 70.41 68.45 89.29
Unredeemed Liens Bal
End of Year 36,157.16 18,371.53 6,382.52
TOTAL CREDITS 72,181.42 43,958.42 29,210.43
Does your municipality commit taxes on a semi-annual basis? RSA76:15-a YES
Submitted By




Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1999
1 998 Levy 1 997 Levy 1996 & prior
Tax Paver Name
467.98 $Amato, Thomas $ $
Brothers of Our Lady 4506.10
Bryan, Rev John 2243.61 2058.92
Clark, James & Carol 3867.33
Condon, Loreal 1814.35
Copley, Allen 152.56
Drogaris, Aristoelis & Marie 2138.12
Kearnes, Kenneth 32.90
Keenen, James 3704.79
Keenen, James 5039.91 4649.95
Luce, Mathew 744.66
Murdock, Donald 60.14
Murphy, Kelli J 449.43
Nichols, Gearge & Yyonne 1771.76 1628.17
Sullivan, William 3136.58 2697.98
Sullivan, William 172.67 154.54
Sullivan, William 256.92 226.50
Sullivan, William 377.01 318.85
Swanson, Carl & Francine 2547.06 2335.92 6062.44
Theriault, Raymond & Betty 3828.36





CARNIE, JAMES & MARY
BRENNAN, PATRICIA
CARBONE, & PEGGY ANN, ROBERT J
CAUTHEN, GENE & MARITA
CORMIER SR., RONALD, ALICE
COUNTRY ROAD REALTY
CROWLEY, ELIZABETH
DAVIS, JOSEPH & CATHY
DZAKONSKI, JOSEPH & FLORENCE
FALLS BROOK TRUST




McNAMARA, RICHARD & BRIDGET
McWHIRK, KATHRYN
PEIRCE TRUSTEE, CHESTER D
QUINT ESTATE, JOHN
RANDALL, JOHN & MARGARET
RULE, JOHN & LINDA
SHEPPARD, STEPHEN
SOC FOR PROTECTION OF NH FOREST





Total 1999 levy Yield Tax








































BEAL, MARK AND APRIL 1 9.00
BEAMAN, EARL 36.00
BREWER, KEVIN & MARY 1873.00
BRYAN, REV JOHN 2063.00
CARTER, MICHELL & SC 1218.00
CLARK, JAMES & CAROL 3624.00
CONDON, LOREAL, 973.00
CONDON, LOREAL, 3224.00
COPLEY, ALLEN J 135.43
CROTEAU, CRAIG 93.43
DROGARIS, ARISTOTELIS 4173.00
DUNTON, JOANNE F 1 322.84
ELLIS, ROBERT H 1917.00
GALLAGHER, GEORGE C 1463.00
GERMAIN, KARL & BREND 20.45
HAMILTON, W MICHAEL 13.00
HAMMOND, ET AL ROME 1 230.00
HATCH, WILLIAM & PATR 1 .78
HILL, JONATHAN & JENN 1 .83
HILLOCK, & Sheri A Re 2693.00
KEANE, WILLIAM & ANDR 209.00
KEARNES, KENNETH 46.00
KEENAN, JAMES 2571.00






MOUNTFORD III, JAMES 26.56
MURDOCK, DONALD 3558.00
MURPHY, KELLI J 729.00
34.
Tax Collector's Report
Delinquent taxes for 1 999 Levy
Taxpayer Name
NICHOLS, GEORGE & YVO




RAMSDEN, DAVID & PHYL
ROGERS, JAMES & BREND
STRELITZ, PAMELA
STRELITZ, PAMELA






SWANSON, CARL & FRANC
SWANSON, MARCIA
SWANSON, MARCIA







WARME, RUNE & MARGUER
WHEELER, DONALD & JUL
WILCOX, JEANETTE M
WILKINS, RAYMOND & CA

































Note a. detail does not equal total due 1 999-
any taxes paid after are not shown here
Note b PSNH is challenging this portion of the tax
35.
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division Concord NH 03302-1122
1999 Tax Rate Calculation
Appropriations 441,277
Less: Revenues 287,239
Less. Shared Revenues 6,204
Add: Overlay 19,575
Add: War Service Credits 3,600
Net Town Appropriation
Special Adjustment





Due to Local School
Due to Regional School












State Education Taxes 6.60
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x 45,357,855





Approved County Tax Effort
County Tax Rate
Combined Tax Rate
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits




















Treasurer. 56,000 Tax Collector. 54,000 Town Clerk: 12,000




I hereby submit my report of receipts from January 1, 1999
through December 31, 1999.
Boat Fees & Permits $ 44.00
Check Penalties 150.00
Copy Machine 52.10
Dog Licenses (310) 2,019.50
Dog Penalties 253.00
Filing Fees 3.00
Landfill Fees (225) 2,250.00
Marriage Licenses (13) 585.00
Misc (maps) (postage) 37.50
Motor Vehicles Issued (1340) 109,503.00
1 Issued Free
Municipal Agent Fees ( 1205) 2,410.00
Subdivision Regulations 10.00
Tax Liens & UCC'S 215.75
Vital Search Fees 408.00
Zoning Ordinances 35.00





Revenue collected this year in the Town clerk's office
increased again, almost $8,000 over last year.
My continued thanks to Terri O'Rorke and Deb Vaughan for all their
hard work. We miss having Maureen Griffin-Duverger with us as she
retired in May when her daughter Scarlet was born. Congratulations
Maureen and bob.
The new plate issue went quite smoothly and things should be less
hectic with plates in 2000. A new law was passed concerning
construction equipment and this will make some differences in those
registrations for the coming year. Residents with these vehicles may
want to call in advance to see what the new fees will be.
Through the Green Thumb program, Margie Wyman was a
tremendous help in organizing many records and files in the office.
Police Officer, Andy Wood also made a big difference in the
compliance with the dog laws. We are now licensing over 310 dogs.
The State Vital Record Bureau purchased and delivered a new
computer to us for the recording and printing ofvital records. This
computer may also be used for some town applications upon prior
permission ofthe state.
Respectfully submitted,
Pamela R. Goodell, Town Clerk
37.
TREASURER'S REPORT
Balance on hand CFX Bank, January 1, 1999
Transferee! from NHPD during 1999










Subdivision & Zoning Regulations 45.00
Liens 215.75
Vital Search Fees 408.00
Copies/Postage/Maps/Check Penalties 202.10
Municipal Agent Fees 2410.00




Property Tax 1998 160806.44
Property Tax 1 999 975867.40
Property Tax 2000 4544.82
Property Tax Interest 8547.50
Property Tax Penalties 1837.99
Yield Tax 1999 49101.34
Yield Tax 1335.26
Yield Tax Interest 391.91
Yield Tax Penalty 0.00
Tax Liens 1998 34434.81
Tax Lien 1 997 20402.85
Tax Lien 1 996 & before 16981.75
Tax Lien Interest 11462.47
Tax Lien Penalties 1571.00
Tax Lien Charges 202.00
Tax Sale Cost 1125.00
Land Use Change 2927.33
Land Use Interest 60.63
Current Use Penalty 462.33
Miscellaneous 0.43
1292063.26
State of New Hamshire
Highway Block Grant 35553.36
Revenue Sharing 41581.55
Other State Grants/Reimb. 2992.49
80127.40


















Police Reports * 171.12
Current Use * 70.32
CCYMCA* 1500.00
Other Charges & Services 66.00
Miscellaneous Revenues * 737.79
CFX Bank Interest 1154.78
TOTAL FUNDS COLLECTED (ALL SOURCES)
Balance of Statement
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
TOTAL ORDERS PAID 2588881 .67
Balance on Hand CFX Bank, December 31, 1999










EQUIPMENT FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account January 1, 1999
Deposited to Savings Account During 1999
Reimbursement
From Town of Richmond, NH
Interest from CFX Bank
Paid out of Savings Account During 1999







POLICE DRUG CONFISCATION FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance in Savings Account, January 1, 1999 128.22
Interest from CFX Bank 2.48
Unexpended Balance December 31 , 1 999 1 30.70
NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - General Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 1999 182674.38
Deposit in NH Public Deposit 900000.00
Transfered from NHPD to CFX Bank 654490.00
Interest from NHPD 14475.29
Unexpended Balance December 31 . 1 999 442659.67
NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - Special Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 1999
Deposit in NH Public Deposit
Transfered from NHPD to CFX Bank
Interest from NHPD







Ruth Flanders - Treasurer
39.








Planning & Zoning 3,859.12









Rescue - Protective Clothing 2,691.40
Emergency Management 4,211.63
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00
Meadowood 300.00
Health Administration 50.00
Highways & Streets & Roads
Highways & Streets 94,983.87
Blinker 1,161.74
Sanitation
SW Disposal Winchester 30,629.49
Outside Agencies
Home Health Care 910.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00
Keene Comm Kitchen 1,000.00










Fire Truck Cap Reserve (1995) 20,000.00
Police Car Cap Reserve (1999) 20,000.00
Veteran Hall Furnace Cap Res (1998) 8,500.00
Municipal Bldg Fund Cap Res (1999) 5,000.00
Re evaluation Fund Cap Res (1999) 5,000.00






Selectboard $ 4,500.00 $ 4,406.25 $ 93.75
Moderator 100.00 80.55 19.45
Secretarial 16,000.00 16,712.12 (712.12)
Office Equipment 3,800.00 345.64 3,454.36
Supplies 1 ,500.00 2,304.85 (804.85)
Advertising 225.00 317.88 (92.88)
Dues Subs Fees 2,500.00 695.00 1,805.00
Postage 1,200.00 521.98 678.02
Mileage 150.00 35.10 114.90
Telephone 1,500.00 1,471.05 28.95
Office exp Repair 250.00 220.00 30.00
Utility Re Valuation 367.62
Deeds 50.00 103.29 (53.29)
Tax Maps 2,000.00 155.00 1,845.00
Printing Pubs 500.00 1,509.13 (1,009.13)
Probate Court - -
Misc Exp 1,000.00 725.47 274.53
Bank Fees 50.00 25.00 25.00
Total Executive Office 35,325.00 29,995.93 5,329.07
Election Reg Vitals
Ballot Clerks Wages 300.00 191.46 108.54
Salary Town Clerk 12,526.00 11,563.25 962.75
Salary Deputy 1,108.00 3,835.17 (2,727.17)
Salary Asst Deputy 3,094.00 881.71 2,212.29
Supervisor Checklist 400.00 249.74 150.26
Office Assistant 3,094.00 758.63 2,335.37
Advertising 50.00 39.50 10.50
Mileage 350.00 397.46 (47.46)
Publication/Books 140.00 817.75 (677.75)
Travel/Seminars/Training 500.00 356.00 144.00
Restoration 900.00 620.00 280.00
Checklist Copies 25.00 25.00
Ballot Printing 100.00 61.25 38.75
Marriage Lie Fees 250.00 418.00 (168.00)
State Vital Stats 150.00 252.00 (102.00)
Town Clerk Vital Stats 125.00 130.00 (5.00)
TCIerk UCC & Fed Liens 275.00 222.75 52.25
State Dog License Fees 600.00 600.00 -
Munic Agent Fee 2,200.00 1,827.50 372.50
Office Equipment 3,000.00 1,380.24 1,619.76
Total Election Reg Vitals 29,187.00 24,602.41 4,584.59
Financial
Assessor 2,000.00 2,728.00 (728.00)
Treasurer 1,200.00 1,200.00 -
Auditor 600.00 600.00 -
Deputy Treasurer 200.00 200.01 (0.01)
Salary Tax Collector 3,900.00 3,900.00 -
Salary Deputy Tax Collector 400.00 400.00 -
Tax Collector Liens Filed 3,500.00 2,487.00 1,013.00
Travel/Seminars/Conference 650.00 200.42 449.58

























































































































































Public Officials Bond 750.00 722.00 28.00











Total Town Report 2,300.00 1,759.44 540.56
Police Department
Full Time Salaries
Part Time Salaries 1 6,900.00


















Vehicle Repair 1,000.00 1,344.58
Vehicle Fuel 1,200.00 692.41
Dog Control 200.00 122.29
Training 1,350.00 218.00
Misc
Total Police Department 30,000.00 27,794 31






Heat 1 ,600.00 944.82
Vehicle Repair 2,000.00 1,550.69
Equipment Fuel 500.00 674.55
Training 2,000.00 1,592.92
Forest Fire Expense 100.00 863.33
Equipment 3,000.00 4,837.18
Radio 800.00 516.80
Bldg Maintenance 1,000.00 1,516.09
Water Supply Hydrant 1,000.00 495.00
Miscellaneous 800.00 14.50










































Rescue Squad Supplies 1,000.00 1,027.51 (27.51)
Radio & Communications 100.00 100.00
Vehicles 100.00 100.00
Fuel 100.00 44.22 55.78
Training 1,600.00 2,305.00 (705.00)
Immunization 500.00 500.00
Protective Clothing 500.00 500.00
Miscellaneous 100.00 99.04 0.96
Total Richmond Rescue 4,000.00 3,475.77 524.23
NFPA Protective Clothing 2,800.00 2,691.40 108.60
Emergency Management
PSNH 500.00 327.03 172.97
Telephone 900.00 830.62 69.38
Office Expense -
Heat 800.00 467.38 332.62
Equipment & Repairs 800.00 573.75 226.25
Communication 1,634.73 (1,634.73)
Bldg & Maint 1,500.00 114.86 1,385.14
Computer -
Fax -
Miscellaneous 400.00 263.26 136.74
Total Emergency Management 4,900.00 4,211.63 688.37
Other Public Safety
Fire Dept Equip Fund 250.00 250.00 -
Meadowood 300.00 300.00 -
Total Other Public Safety 550.00 550.00 -
Highways & Streets
Full Time Labor 8,000.00 8,658 00 (658.00)
Part Time Labor 12.000.00 15,792.72 (3,792.72)
Mileage 1,300.00 1,112.20 187.80
Truck Reimbursement 500 00 415.00 85.00
Brush Removal 300.00 300.00
Misc 1,000.00 431.14 568.86
Drilling & Blasting -
Spring Repair/Sweeping 1,500.00 4,325.00 (2,825.00)
Sand & Gravel 7.000.00 . 7,000.00
Signs 200.00 200.00
Grading & Paving 8,000.00 11,550.00 (3,550.00)
Patch/Seal 27,000.00 9,581.25 17,418.75
Snow Plow & Sand 35,000.00 41,610.24 (6,610.24)
Culvert Repair and Clean 500.00 500.00
Bridge Maintenance 500.00 500.00
Equipment incl Rental 1,000.00 550.00 450.00
Salt 2,000.00 958.32 1,041.68
Tools -
Class 5 Road Expense -













Total Health Administration 50.00 50.00
Outside Agencies
Home Health Care 3,000.00 910.00 2,090.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00 -
Keene Community Kitchen 1,000.00 1,000.00 -
Southwestern Comm Services 500.00 500.00 -
The Samaritans 500.00 500.00 -
Total Outside Agencies 5,924.00 3,834.00 2.090.00
General Assistance/Welfare
Rent 1,900.00 1,900.00




Total General Assistance/Welfc 4,000.00 83.93 3,916.07


























Total Debt Service TAN
Capital Reserve
Fire Truck Cap Reserve (1995)
Police Vehicle Reserve (1998)



















Paid to Other Governments
Cheshire County
Monadnock Regional
Taxes Removed from Levie
Tax Collector Purchase Taxes
Tax refunds for overpayment
Tax Rebates Property
Tax Rebates Yield


















REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THE TOWN OF RICHMOND
For Fiscal Yead Ended December 31, 1999
TOWN OF RICHMOND






4/10/1935 Cass, Esther M.
6/28/1937 Wheeler, John A.
7/28/1941 Avery, Ibie A.B.
1/24/1950 Van Brocklin, Ella & Warren
11/17/1957 Aldrich, Elliot W.
6/5/1959 Perry, Francis M.
4/23/1963 Martin, Edward A. & Eunice B.
3/15/1965 MacClaren, Laura
3/15/1965 Freeman, William L. & Walter P
3/8/1966 Hurst, Edward A. & Eugenie B.
6/27/1967 Johnson, AnderT.
3/15/1968 Whitney F. Ralph and Emily B.
3/15/1968 Cronk, Baird
3/15/1968 Howard, Earl R.
12/18/1970 Garnsey, William A.
3/10/1972 Johnson, Carl A..
3/10/1975 Stinson, Arthur E. & Ruby
3/24/1978 Hood, Nettie
3/13/1981 Bullock
5/1/1986 Holman, Lloyde & Phyllis
6/24/1986 Beaman, Charles & Marianne
3/24/1987 Robbins, Leonard & Dorothy
10/8/1987 Cronk, George & Frances
8/8/1988 Bowers, James, Sheila & Anna
11/9/1989 Blais, George
6/9/1991 Bickford, Cecily
7/9/1991 Sylvester, Armand & Dorothy
6/12/1992 Holland, Emily
6/12/1992 Merwin, Augustus W. & Eleanor
8/20/1992 Bartram, Stanley & Margaret
8/12/1994 Wilson, Peter & Penelope
8/12/1994 Heist. Roy
8/12/1994 2 Plots Unnamed
12/31/1994 Sumner, Tex
12/31/1994 Faust, Alfred & Beatrix
12/31/1994 D'Orio, Frank & Doris
3/15/1995 Wheeler, Donald & Julie
Adjustment to be moved to E Howard
Total of Common Cemetery Trusts
Other Funds
9/15/1975 E.R. Howard Memorial Trust
10/1/1937 Mary Stearns School Fund
CAPITAL RESERVE
4/13/1995 Fire Truck Capital





PRINCIPLE INCOME I TOTAL
Beginning Ending Beginning Income Expended Ending
Balance Balance Balance 0.05799 Balance
6.41 6.41 3.61 0.58 4.19 10.60
200.00 200.00 145.97 20.06 166.03 366.03
100.00 100.00 49.88 8.69 58.57 158.57
100.00 100.00 67.84 9.73 77.57 177.57
200.00 200.00 154.41 20.55 174.96 374.96
200.00 200.00 152.73 20.45 173.19 373.19
100.00 100.00 66.75 9.67 76.42 176.42
100.00 100.00 66.69 9.67 76.35 176.35
223.93 223.93 161.62 22.36 183.98 407.91
200.00 200.00 140.01 19.72 159.73 359.73
300.00 300.00 226.13 30.51 256.64 556.64
100.00 100.00 65.38 9.59 74.97 174.97
100.00 100.00 64.02 9.51 73.53 173.53
200.00 200.00 130.12 19.14 149.26 349.26
100.00 100.00 63.78 9.50 73.28 173.28
200.00 200.00 128.83 19.07 147.90 347.90
200.00 200.00 126.98 18.96 145.94 345.94
200.00 200.00 127.57 19.00 146.56 346.56
100.00 100.00 63.60 9.49 73.09 173.09
100.00 100.00 59.48 9.25 68.73 168.73
200.00 200.00 116.06 18.33 134.39 334.39
200.00 200.00 109.36 17.94 127.30 327.30
200.00 200.00 114.16 18.22 132.38 332.38
500.00 500.00 285.29 45.54 330.83 830.83
50.00 26.80 26.80 (0.00) (0.00)
50.00 26.80 26.80 (0.00) (0.00)
200.00 200.00 104.62 17.67 122.29 322.29
100.00 100.00 52.31 8.83 61.14 161.14
75.00 35.17 35.17 (0.00) (0.00)
275.00 115.70 115.70 (0.00) (0.00)
50.00 17.77 17.77 (0.00) (0.00)
50.00 17.61 17.61 (0.00) (0.00)
50.00 14.58 14.58 0.00 0.00
25.00 7.28 7.28 0.00 0.00
275.00 79.27 79.27 0.00 0.00
50.00 13.02 13.02 0.00 0.00
100.00 26.05 26.05 (0.00) (0.00)
50.00 13.02 13.02 0.00 0.00
150.00 36.00 36.00 0.00 0.00
25.00 6.02 6.02 (0.00) (0.00)









5,805.34 4,430.34 3,306.30 493.90 459.13 3,269.20 7,699.54
1,500.00 3,525.00 787.21 554.90 1,342.11 4,867.11
500.00 500.00 64.38 12.69 77.07 577.07
50,000.00 70,000.00 4,667.87 3,588.62 8,256.49 78,256.49
8500.00 1324.00 20.10 184.77 204.87 1,528.87
10000.00 30000.00 69.21 462.46 531.67 30,531.67
5000.00 50.36 50.36 5,050.36
5000.00 50.36 50.36 5,050.36
Submitted by William W. Hatch - Trustees of Trust Funds
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Submitted herewith is the report on the audit and examination of
the Town ofRichmond accounts and records for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1999. The financial statements are an integral part ofthis
report and must be retained by the Town clerk with other permanent
town records.
SCOPE OF THE AUDIT
The examination and audit included the accounts and records of
the Richmond Selectboard, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk,





The Statement ofAppropriations and Expenditures show a net
unexpended balance ofappropriations amounting $52,089.10.
2. The Statement ofEstimated and Actual Revenue show a net
revenue in excess of$37,863.46 over anticipated budgetary
revenue.
3. The Accounts ofthe Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax
Collector have been summarized with those ofthe Selectboard.
4. In 1 999 The Town ofRichmond incurred no long term or short-
term debt.
5. The Town ofRichmond invests excess funds inNH Public
Deposit Investment Pool.
AUDIT PROCEDURES
The records and accounts ofthe Town Officials responsible for
the custody, receipt and disbursement ofpublic funds, as
indicated in the scope ofthe audit were examine and verified to
the best ofmy knowledge and ability. Town books and papers
were carefully reviewed and examined. Samples ofvarious
records and activity were pulled and verified for accuracy in all




I hereby certify that I have examined and audited the accounts
and records ofthe Town ofRichmond, New Hampshire, for the
fiscal year ended December 31,1 999. In my opinion the
attached statements represent the financial position ofthe Town
ofRichmond for this period, based on budgetary compliance as
voted at the annual town meeting.
APPRECIATION
I wish to thank the Richmond Selectboard for re affirming
my appointment as Town Auditor. Thank you to Lynn Adams
for running the various reports and instantly responding to
inquiries through "email". Thanks to Pam Goodell for sharing
the Laptop and Neil Moriarty for clearing a workspace.
HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE
& COMMUNITY SERVICES
In 1 999, HCS continued to provide home care and community
services to the residents ofRichmond. The following information
represents a projection ofHCS' s activities in your community in 1999.
The projection is based on actual services provided from January to





















Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 22
Prenatal care, hospice services and regularly scheduled wellness clinics
and child health clinics are also available to residents. Town funding
partially supports these services.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The biggest single issue to impact our town in 1999 was the
enactment by the state ofthe changes in the funding ofpublic education.
Their actions resulted in an almost 19% reduction in each ofour property
tax bills. It doesn't appear that this issue is finished yet but it surely is a
positive start.
Our town continued to grow at about the same pace as the past few
years. There were building permits issued for 13 new residential units, 9
additions, 6 decks or porches, 6 garages, 7 sheds, 1 barn and 10 other
assorted building related activities.
Much progress was made on improving the efficiency and usefulness
ofthe Veterans Hall. A new furnace was installed and all duct work
insulated for much less than expected, insulation was blown into all
exterior walls, the outside of all windows was painted and re-glazed and
storm windows installed, improvements to the interior ofthe main entry
area were completed and we now have hot water in the bathrooms. We
hope to complete our plans next year by insulating the floors and ceiling
and painting and repairing the front doors.
Winter road maintenance for the 1999-2000 season was awarded to 2
contractors. Each is responsible for 'half the town roads using Route 32
as the line ofseparation This seems to be workings at least as well as
anticipated.
Revenues were higher than expected due to the continued harvest of
timber, increased return on investments and a grant from the state
intended to offset expenses incurred in implementing the new school
funding tax programs. This grant money enabled us to upgrade existing
computer systems, purchase the hardware and software required to
network those computers housed in the Town Hall and to add over
$5,000 to our General Fund
Working with Camp TAKODAH, a campership program for
Richmond residents was established. The program, an essay competition
administered by our Recreational Committee, provides full camperships
to both Boys and Girls sessions. The winners for 1999 were Brian
McDonald and Elizabeth Bush. Congratulations to both campers and
thank you to Camp TAKODAH.
We would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank all the
volunteers, elected officials and town employees who give so generously
oftheir time and talents to make Richmond such a great place to live.
Without the continued dedication and commitment of all these fine
people our town would not be what it is.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward C. Campbell, Chairman Dana Taylor Stan Pogorzelski
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Archives Report
In 1999 many changes took place in the Richmond Archives
with the expansion offunds from the Town and numerous donated gifts
to be used on Special Collections. Gifts of pictures and historical
information were also received. A dozen or so albums of Special
Collections were conserved in acid free albums. The Women's Quaker
meeting records were transcribed from the microfilm and the Quaker
epistles, correspondence, denials, removals and requests for admission
were copied from the microfilm and placed in acid free albums. These
records show a great deal about the early settlers and life in Richmond.
Cataloging continued on other documents. Shelving in the archives was
replaced with stronger re-enforced shelving, and sections were added. A
"Tea" for conservators was held and a open house at the Archives along
with a display ofour work was held at the Civil Defense Building on
Bar-b-que day. We who volunteer our services are grateful to the Town
and our patrons who have contributed to make it all possible. The
archives is open by appointment Tuesday through Friday 9am till noon
please let us know 24 hours in advance so that we can locate information
that will help you when you visit us. Our work will continue in 2000. If
you live in Richmond, Ruth is asking that you take a picture ofyourself
and family and send it to us with your name and address. This will be
included in our Richmond 2000 album. Our mailing address is Richmond
Archives, 105 Old Homestead Hwy, Richmond, N.H. 03470 or give to
Lynn in the Town Hall. It would be great to have everyone in our
collection, and thank you for adding to the history ofRichmond. A
special thanks to Ruth for all ofthe hours on her computer donated to
conservation and cataloging. We hope for computer in 2000.
Norma Thibodeau Archivist




The Richmond Rescue Squad is a dedicated group of
volunteers who serve our town to provide an emergency medical service.
We are fortunate to have these volunteers. They serve as First
Responders, Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs), and Emergency
Medical Technicians intermediate (EMT-FS-IS). Each level requires
sacrifices, hours oftraining, dedication and skill.
In 1999, your squad responded to 19 motor vehicle accidents, 26
medical emergencies (heart attack, choking etc) and 9 trauma
emergencies (fells, burns, etc). We also respond with the fire department
to town fire calls just in case someone gets hurt.
Ifyou would like to serve your town as a squad member, you will need
to take a first responder course and be certified in Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR). A course in CPR has been offered each month by
Dick Webber 239-61 14, with the books in the Richmond Library. Please
contact a squad member for more information, ifyou are interested in
joining the squad.
Respectfully submitted,
Dana Flanders Terri O'Rorke Joe Amato
Buzz Shaw Andrew Stone Lolita Shaw
Patty Webber Cookie Remick Maureen Blackledge
Dick Webber Michael Bailey Bud Jacobson
Ed Atkins Michael Pearsall Gabe LaPlume
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
After considering proposals from the Society for the
Protection ofNew Hampshire Forests and from the Monadnock
Conservancy, the Commission voted to accept the latter' s plan for a
conservation easement to afford permanent protection for the Harry J.
Bennett Town Forest. As authorized by the March 1 998, Town
Meeting, this easement must be ratified by the Board of Selectmen.
The Commission will meet with the Conservancy's Land Use
Specialist early in 2000 to negotiate the final wording of the
easement.
The Commission welcomes its newest member, Mrs. Marie
Knowlton. Her expertise and experience with Town matters will be as
welcome as her energy and enthusiasm.
The Commission has entered into a working relationship with the
UNH Cooperative Extension Service to oversee student conservation
projects in the Town. These projects will be developed by student
interns and jointly monitored by the Extension Service, MRHS staff,
and the Commission.
The Richmond Historical Society has made a preliminary decision
to accept responsibility for maintenance of the Quaker Cemetery and
for the management of the Mary P. Hunt Memorial Fund (also known
as the Quaker Cemetery Maintenance Fund). Both this fund and the
cemetery itself are independent of the Town and do not involve the
use of any public funds. The Commission has agreed to arrange for
the removal of a large pine that poses a public danger, and to
complete certain other work prior to the transfer.
The Town Forest Road is being upgraded according to the
agreement between the Town and Fountain Forestry. The
Commission plans additional improvements to the road, plus
construction of a parking area and a gate. These projects will be
completed without the need for any public appropriations.
Ifyou wish to ensure that a treasured parcel of your land will be
forever used according to your wishes, the Commission suggests that
you consider a protective conservation easement. To find out more
about easements-and their possible tax benefits to you- please contact
The Monadnock Conservancy, P.O. Box 1035, Dublin, NH 03444, or
call 357-0600 (email: conservancy@top .monad.net).
Respectfully submitted,
Norman E. Tandy, Secretary
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Police Department Report
Once again I have the distinct pleasure of addressing the
citizens of Richmond. The task of rebuilding the police department
has not only been exciting but very challenging. In addition to
revamping all aspects of the police department, I have been very busy
answering calls for service, enforcing criminal and motor vehicle
laws, and doing criminal investigations. In July, with the service of
the Warwick MA Police Department, we recovered a stolen vehicle
from Worcester MA on Parker Hill. In August, a subject was arrested
for a traffic violation. During a consent search, cocaine was
discovered in the vehicle. Subsequently the subject has been indicted
by the Cheshire Grand Jury on Felony drug charges. These are only
examples of the incidents that occurred in the past year. I have also
had a very busy year personally. In March our son Jacob was born
and in June Heidi and I purchased a new home in Fitzwilliam.
During the upcoming year, there are going to be many changes in
the Richmond Police Department. The Selectmen and I have agreed
that the School Crossing Guard position will be eliminated. The
feeder busses have been arriving just prior to the main bus therefore
discontinuing the need for the position within the department. In
addition, I have submitted a budget request for the creation of a Full-
time Police Chief position within the department. This will allow the
Police Chief to dedicate full attention to the Town of Richmond.
Working as a Communication Specialist for the State Police, I see the
stress that small towns place on the State Police personnel. There
have been times where there was only one State Trooper covering
forty towns in Cheshire and Sullivan Counties. If that Trooper were in
Sullivan County, response time would be over an hour. Violent crime
is on the rise. The neighboring town of Winchester has experienced
this first hand with a home invasion that left the victim hospitalized in
critical condition. The city of Keene was also subject to the rise in
violence with a stabbing of a Good Samaritan during the Halloween
celebration. Also reflective of these issues is the proposed creation of
a committee consisting of area Police Chiefs to address the rise of
youth violence. Unfortunately, Richmond is not immune to any of
these problems encountered in neighboring communities.
On a more upbeat note, I would like to thank the civilian
members of department, Bob VanBrocklin and Jane Jillson. Jane,
thank you for all of her help and dedication to the town. I wish you all
the best in your new endeavors. Bob, ever faithful, never tiring,
always ready at a moments notice, and still dedicated to the best
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interests of the town after all these years, thank you for all your help.
Additionally, I would like to thank Margie Wyman, our "Green
Thumb grant" employee from the Department of Labor for all the
work that you have done for the town and the police department. Also
I want to thank all the other town departments and their personnel for
everything. Most of all, to the citizens of Richmond, thanks again for
all your support and for making Richmond a great town to be
affiliated with and work in.
ROAD AGENT REPORT
March 9, closed roads for mud season. Very little mud this year.
March 23, began spring road repair, mostly potholes
April 20, started grading roads
May 6, put out calcium chloride for dust control
May 25, second shot ofcalcium
June 26 put out crushed gravel on the following roads: Tully, Martin,
Monument and Lang for a total of 1250 cubic yards
June 29, heavy rainstorms left many trees and limbs on the roads. One
small wash on Martin Road. Water across Route 1 19 at the entrance to
Fish Hatchery Road caused some damage there.
July 1 began spreading hot top asphalt on Morgan Road
Beavers were active on Pond Woods Road putting water across the road.
Thanks Jerry for cleaning out the dam.
Wish to say "Thanks Very Much" for the many compliments received by
the road crew this summer, which goes a long way in making road work
worth while.
Respectfully Submitted,
Leonard Davis, Road Agent
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Richmond Police Mission Statement
Dedicated to providing fair and
professional law enforcement service
to the citizens ofRichmond and its
visitors while upholding the laws and
ordinances of the United States of
America, the State ofNew Hampshire,
and the Town of Richmond
Statistical Information For 1999
Abandoned Vehicles/Property 18 MV Summons 75
Animal Complaints 30 MV Warnings 164
Arrests 32 Neighbor Dispute 2
Assist Citizen 47 Open Container 1
Assist Other Agencies 35 Paperwork Relay 11
Assist Other Town Departments 38 Paperwork Service 35
Assist Rescue 6 Police Information 1
Attempt to Serve Paperwork 17 Recovery of Stolen Vehicle 1
Bad Check 4 Return Property 3
Be on the Alert 2 Road Obstruction 11
Burglar Alarms 7 Runaway 2
Callbacks 116 School Traffic 3
Criminal Mischief 8 Special Detail 1
Criminal Threatening 1 Suicidal Subject 1
Disabled Vehicle 5 Suspicious Incident 11
Disorderly Conduct 2 Suspicious Person 6
Domestic Calls 5 Suspicious Vehicle 10
Case/calls for service follow-ups 65 Theft 9
Follow up/callbacks 23 Trespassing 7
Follow up/in person 11 Training 1
Harassment 2 Unauthorized Use of Vehicle 1
Juvenile Issues 3 Untimely Death 1
Missing Person 1 Vacant Property Checks 45
MV Accidents 15 911 Hangup calls 8
MV Complaints 7





Emergency responses continue to increase. 1 999 saw 85 tone
alerts, up from 65 in the previous year, including brush fires, motor
vehicle accidents, mutual aid responses, traumas, etc. Recruitment has
been good this year, easing, somewhat, the critical shortage ofpersonnel
during the weekdays. Attrition caused by people moving or job changes
or family circumstances keeps the department constantly seeking people
interested in serving the town.
January marked the beginning ofa different ambulance service
supplying our transportation needs. DiLuzio Ambulance Service of
Keene offered us paramedic service for less money. We continue to train
with Winchester Rescue and three ofour EMTs work with them three
days per week on a mutual aid basis.
Cheshire Medical Center's new legal requirements force us to buy a
better defibrillator. The Rescue Squad is offering to pay for halfofthis
costly item and is asking the taxpayers to fund the rest. The Fire
Department is once again asking the town to save $20,000 towards the
future purchase ofa pumper to replace our 1 970 GMC. Saving money
beats sticker-shock or interest payments any time.
We would urge our citizens to think and act with the safety oftheir
families and property in focus at all times. Number your mailboxes and
houses so that we may find you rapidly. Minutes lost may mean lives
lost or homes destroyed. Practice fire drills with your children; be
careful with swimming pools and trampolines with your kids.
Many thanks to our volunteers for the many hours they donate in
training and in the actual responses they make. Many thanks also to the
families of our fire and rescue personnel for donating one or more of
their family to the town.
Respectfully submitted
Bud Jacobson, Chief

































This past year brought little excitement to our cemeteries. There
were eight lots sold and three burials. New granite signs for the South
Cemetery and the Earl Howard cemetery have been ordered. This should
cut down on sign maintenance and replacement. Mary Beers has
graciously offered to re-paint the Middletown Cemetery sign.
While the regular cleanup and mowings were accomplished on
schedule, work on several planned projects fell behind as the trustees
individually had a busy year. Most important ofthese is the proposed
storage shed for South Cemetery. Since this is a capitol expense, the















Trustee of Trust Funds $750.00
Cleanup and Mowing $1,000.00
Keene Monument $300.00
Bank Charges $36.00
Printing & Supplies $11.69
Total Expenses $2,922.69
VARIANCE ($197.69)
Note: Some of the funds transferred to the Trustee of Trust Funds
were owed from prior year, causing this year's overdraft
Capitol Budget Balance on Hand $1 ,400.00
Reserve for new shed
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LIBRARY REPORT
During 1 999 the Library added 487 books, 4 books on audio
cassette, and 26 videos. An additional 220 paperbacks have been
added to the semi-permanent paperback collection and are exchanged
for more paperbacks when the titles no longer circulate. We have a
bright new flag to remind you that the Library is open. Our
experimental winter hours have been a great success, and we hope to
be open even more in the coming year.
Our computerization continues apace. Thanks to Dianne's and
Sandy's efforts, all the Library accounts are now computerized, and
we are working on cataloguing the Library's books and using our
computer for ordering and processing. Although we have not yet been
able to offer public internet access, we will be able to do so later this
year.
Richmond is growing and we will soon have more than one
thousand full-time residents. The Trustees are continuing on their
long-term program to upgrade the services we provide Richmond
residents to New Hampshire "Level 1" status. This will allow us full
participation in the statewide interlibrary loan program.
Melissa Herman was reelected for another three-year term on the
board of trustees at Town Meeting. We are grateful to Melissa for her
continued support of the Library. The Library Trustees and the
Librarian are very appreciative of the support the people of Richmond
have given us, principally the approval of our budget, but also their
generous donations of books, magazine subscriptions, videos, labor
—
-from cleaning and raking leaves to reshelving books—and even for
cash. All of these donations help us keep our expenses down and save
tax dollars for all of us. Particular thanks are due to former Richmond
resident Sue Laughner for her work over many years on the summer
reading program, the Richmond Day booksale, and raffle. This year
the summer reading program was a great success, with 68 children
enrolled. Special thanks is also due to Bud Jacobson and particularly
Bob Weekes, for our elegant and beautiful sign.
Dianne wishes to thank the Trustees for allowing her to take two
computer classes and attend several workshops over the course of the
year, even though they were held on some of the days the library was
scheduled to be open. She thanks those of you who substituted for her
on some of those occasions. These classes have provided Dianne with
valuable computer skills which will benefit all users of the Richmond
Library.
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Come and pay us a visit in 2000. Get a library card ifyou don't
already have one. Help your children to get their own cards. We are
open Tuesdays from 4:30 to 8, Thursdays from 4:30 to 7, and
Saturdays from 9 to 1. We continue to concentrate on good books for
children and adults and are happy to offer suggestions to those who
are unsure what reading adventures await them. We look forward to









In 1999 three subdivisions were approved, creating two lots on Tully
Brook Road, two lots on Barrus Road, and an 1 8-lot subdivision by the
Blessed Sacrament Community on Tully Brook and Fay Martin Roads
with conditions now being contested by applicant. This subdivision
included approximately 5000 feet ofnew roads within the development.
The Board has prepared a number ofproposed amendments to the
Zoning Ordinance, which will be submitted for voter approval in March
of2000. These proposed changes primarily result from a review by our
legal council where legal problems could occur in the future. There are
also changes designed to clarify some issues. No changes in substance
are being proposed
The Board has begun work on revision ofthe 1982 Master Plan which
we expect to complete in 2000.
Sincerely
For the Richmond Planning Board




January I, 1999- December 31, 1999
Balance in Checking Account as of 1/1/99 $11,389.23
Town Appropriation 7/99 (minus Librarian's Salary) 8,319.00
Total $ 19,708.23
Income







NH RSA Updates 194.39
Telephone 378.26
PSNH 811.85






Bldg. Maint./Grounds Upkeep 93.00
Cleaning Services 195.00












Bartram (Vanguard) 12,762.22 ** as of 12/31/99
* CD's due 1/14/00
Respectfully submitted.
Sandra J. Hoi brook. Treasurer
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TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State
Forest Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out
ifa permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits
are required for any open burning unless the ground is completely
covered with snow where the burning will be done. Violations ofRSA
227-L: 17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws ofthe State of
New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines ofup to $2,000
and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression
costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire
Division ofForests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the
1999 season Forest Rangers were busy assisting communities with
suppression of difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest Rangers have
also investigated numerous complaints regarding violations ofthe timber
harvest and forest fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure
compliance. Ifyou have any questions regarding forest fire or timber
harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several
Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire
suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was
a challenging but safe year for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire.
The severe drought conditions throughout the spring and summer months
combined with residual effects of 1998 Ice Storm, resulted in a dramatic
increase in wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of452 acres,
35 structures were also impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban
interface is a serious concern for both landowners and firefighters.
Homeowners can help protect their structures by maintaining adequate
green space around them and making sure that houses are properly
identified with street numbers.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols
and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from
citizen's aid in the quick response from local fire departments. This is a
critical factor in controlling the size ofwildland fires and keeping the
loss ofproperty and suppressions costs as low as possible.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside
burning.
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REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES! !
!
TOTALS BY COUNTY
CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED




















*Misc (power lines, fireworks, structures, OHRV Richmond issued 1 38
permits, 4 warnings and one suspension
Respectfully Submitted
Joseph Thibodeau, Fire Warden
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THE COMMUNITY KITCHEN
The Community Kitchen, Inc. is a not-for-profit, direct service
agency, which provides hot meals, take home boxes containing food and
personal care items, information and advocacy to low and moderate-
income men, women and families with children in the Cheshire County
area. Since its founding in 1983, the Kitchen has serve and/or distributed
over 4 million meals, at no charge, but with donations welcome, to
people in need.
An average of500 families come to the food pantry every week. We
ask simply for written proofofname, address and income. In 1999 112
unduplicated Richmond individuals were served at the panty, and 32
unduplicated Richmond households were served. 53 clients were under
the age of 19, 3 were over the age of 59. The Community Kitchen
provides food boxes containing approximately three days' worth of
meals for each family member. 216 boxes were provided to Richmond
families containing over 6,219 meals. During the holidays boxes were
sent to the United Methodist Church ofRichmond Food Pantry, located
at the Richmond Town Hall, containing a full holiday dinner ofturkey,
stuffing, potatoes, vegetables, fruit and dessert for distribution to families
who use this panty.
1999 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
1999 was a testing year for Vermont Yankee and the Town of
Richmond. The Federal Emergency Management Administration
exercise test the radiological response plans associated with potential
accidents at Vermont Yankee. The test went very smoothly for the town
ofRichmond and we were given high marks by the Federal Observer.
There was an outstanding turnout by both the Fire & Rescue personnel to
test the effectiveness ofthe plan.
I would like to thank the Fire & Rescue personnel for their
professionalism and hard work in making our radiological response plan
workable.
In conclusion, the Civil Defense building continues to be used by
many organization in town including The Planning Board, Historical
Society, Conservation Commissioner and the Supervisors ofthe
checklist.
Respectively submitted
Robert S Coy, Director
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Richmond Recreation Committee
The Richmond Recreation Committee continues to strive to
bring quality recreation programs to the Town or Richmond As the
population ofRichmond increases, we continue to see a rise in
attendance at Recreation Committee events. Unfortunately, we are not
seeing a commensurate rise in membership on the committee or in
volunteers for specific events. Communication in such a small town can
be difficult but we would like to invite anyone who is interested in
learning more about the Recreation Committee to call either Diane Bush
at 239-8164 or Suzanne Deegan at 239-8739. It is very important for
potential members to come forward as the current members ofthe
Recreation Committee have served for a number ofyears and may be
ready to move on to other endeavors. I know that I will not be continuing
on with the Recreation Committee after my current term ends.
We began 1999 with a very successful Easter Egg Hunt. The event
was held at Camp Takodah and we greatly appreciate the YMCA of
Cheshire County for allowing us to use the facility. They continue to be a
very good neighbor for those ofus who coordinate and attend Richmond
Recreation Committee events. We would like to thank RoseAnn Amato
for all ofher assistance with this event as well. Many children came and
enjoyed refreshments, egg coloring and egg hunting.
We sent gift certificates for the Toadstool Bookstore to Richmond
High School graduates in honor oftheir graduation from Monadnock
Regional High School. Monadnock Regional High School has been very
helpful in identifying Richmond graduates for us.
The deadline for summer events was June 30, 1999. June 30
th
will be
the standing deadline for summer events for future years too. We had a
very good response and no one seemed to mind the deadline date at all.
Camp Takodah was once again extremely helpful in providing Richmond
residents with Red Cross swimming lessons and free swim during day
camp. All summer events were well attended and the children were great
to work with this year. We started out with few counselors on board and
ended up with many helpers. We sincerely appreciate all the help we get,
but it would be easier to plan for events ifpeople could commit
themselves to helping with day camp at least a month prior to the start of
day camp. Any help, though is greatly appreciated. We will once again
be looking for young adults between the ages of 12-16 to help with day
camp this summer. A small stipend is provided to our counselors. Ifwe
can get parents and community members to volunteer, we would like to
plan a trip or an overnight for children this summer. Ifyou are interested
in helping, please let either Diane or Suzanne know.
The Richmond Recreation Committee participated in Richmond Days
by marching in the parade and throwing candy to children watching the
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parade. We welcome anyone who wants to march with the Recreation
Committee to let us know prior to the parade. We would love to include
you! It is fun to watch the children (and the band) dive for candy. We
also ran a small arts and crafts table during the chicken barbeque. It
would have been great to have some help during this event. I almost lost
my own four year old. I was trying to keep my eyes on her, her siblings
and the children participating in the arts and crafts table. I may be
redundant, but we do need MORE HELP!
Our Halloween Party was a great success. It started out slow, but
steadily grew until we had more children than we had planned for. It was
great to see so many children and parents dressed up and enjoying
themselves. A special thanks goes to Dan Connell, who told some great
scary stories around the campfire. We also thank all ofthe stores and
supermarkets that helped us by donating cups and napkins and gift
certificates for this event. We were assisted this year by Hannafords in
Keene, Shaws, Rindge Market Basket and Bouyea Fassetts in Keene.
Our last event was our Holiday sing-a-long with a visit from Santa.
This event started out slow but gained momentum too. We had help from
the new Star Spangled Banner reporter who wrote a lovely article about
the event. It was nice to hear everyone sing traditional holiday songs. I
think it is the best part ofthis event for me. Santa gave every child
attending a new book. There were only a few books left over this year.
We thank Channez Schmidt for writing "donated by the Richmond
Recreation Committee" in all ofthe books that were donated to the
Richmond Library. This event too seemed to get a little out ofcontrol
towards the end. It was held in the Veterans Hall and children began to
slide across the wood floor and committee members were concerned that
someone might have gotten hurt. With so few recreation committee
members, we cannot supervise without the help ofparents.
We look forward to another successful year ofRecreation Committee
events. Won't you consider helping children and young adults have
positive recreational opportunities? It is easy to find what is wrong with
children and youth today. We need your help to make positive difference
and bring out what is best in our children. These are the children who







TOWN OF RICHMOND SCHOOL RECAP 1999
1 998-1 999 Monadnock School District Tax Assessment 1,129,479.00
#8594 Jul-98 $ 94,123.25
#8693 Aug-98 $ 94,123.25
#8769 Sep-98 $ 94,123.25
#8906 Oct-98 $ 94,123.25
#8986 Nov-98 $ 94,123.25
#9080 Dec-98 $ 94,123.25
six month payment summary $ 564,739.50
Balance due 1999 School $ 564,739.50
new town assess $ 555,697.00
#9195 Jan-99 $ 92,617.00
#9256 Feb-99 $ 92,617.00
#9382 Mar-99 $ 92,617.00
#9497 Apr-99 $ 92,617.00
#9580 May-99 $ 92,617.00
#9635 Jun-99 $ 92,612.00
six month payment summary $ 555,697.00 $ -
1999-2000 Monadnock School District Tax Assessment $ 859,877.00
Local Assesment 560515
State Property Tax Total 299362
#9712 Jul-99 $ 87,768.00
#9813 Aug-99 $ 87,768.00
#9932 Sep-99 $ 87,768.00
#9991 Oct-99 $ 87,768.00
#10096 Nov-99 $ 87,768.00
#10157 Dec-99 $ 87,768.00
$ 526,608.00
Liability Due $ 333,269.00
68.
VITAL STATISTICS - Year Ending December 31, 1999
BIRTHS
DATE NAME OF CHILD PLACE
03-29 Samuel Thompson Keene
04-19 Tianna L. Snyder Lebanon
06-15 Lydia H. Randall Keene
07-01 Joseph D. Reppucci Peterboro















03-25 Sean M. Darwin Andover MA
04-15 Michael E. Willett Troy NH
06-12 Walter J. Swanson Richmond
06-26 Michael Pearsall Richmond
07-02 Kanin Graton Belchertown
08-14 Daniel McDermott Richmond
08-15 Bruce A. Hatt Richmond
08-2 6 Douglas R. Royce Richmond
08-27 Joshua M. Foster Richmond
09-18 Orlando Onsurez Richmond
09-2 5 Matthew F. Remick Winchester
12-10 Stephen Fedor Jr. Richmond
12-16 Gabriel F. LaPlume Richmond





















































Clayton Stanclift Eunice Stetson
David Fournier Lillian Lagare
Henry Caoutte Evelyn Baker









DATE PLACE NAME PARENTS NAMES
09-30-98 Keene Rune A. Warme Carl Warme Elinor Unknown
10-04-98 Keene Leland B. Robbins Raymond Robbins Bernice Farr
69.
Resident List Town of Richmond
As compiled from Inventory Forms
Adams Lynn M














Balcom. Chad N - c
Balcom. Erin L - c
Balcom. Jesse J - c
Ball. Alexander J - c
Barfield. Brian K
Barfield. Karen L
Barfield. Kyle J - c
Barfield. Ryan H - c
Barlow. Maria
Barlow. Roy E
Bashaw. Cassy M - c
Bashow. Latashia S - c
Bause. Chris S
Bause. Matt R — c
Bause. Pam J
Beauregard. Mark J
Becklo. Andrew C - c
Becklo. Bonnie. L
Becklo. Carl H
Becklo. Cassandrs L - c






Bersaw. Barbara L - c
Bersaw . Douglas A
Bersaw. [Catherine M - c
Bersaw. Kathleen M
Bersaw. Sharon Rose - c





Bielunis, David J - c
Bielunis, Pamela J
Bielunis.Amy L - c




Blais, Kali - c
Blais, Kyle F - c
Blais, Roxanne
Bloom, Felicity R - c
Bloom, Jonathan M










Boudreau, Joey M - c
Boudreau, Lynn A
Boudreau, Nicole - c
Bradley. Valarie
Brady. Emma E










Brunk, David T - c
Brunk. JoshuaW - c
Brunk, Katie K
Brunk. Robert A - c
Bryan. Sr Maria
Philomena





Burdick Jereme S - c





Burns, Sara - c
Bush. Aaron - c
Bush, Christopher N
Bush. Diane L
Bush. Elizabeth A - c
Bush. Hannah R - c
Bush. Michael M - c
Butterfield, James E
Butterfield, Kathryn K
Butterfield. Kristen R - c
Butterfield. Megan L - c














Carpenter. John H III
Carpenter. John H IV
Carrier. Man E
Carrier, Roger A Sr
Carter, Joshua J - c
Carter. Justin E - c
Carter. Michelle J
Carter. Scott L
Carter. Scotry L II - c
Clark. Marcia A
Clark. Sara A - c
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Coll, Jacob E - c















Courser, Heika M - c
Cox, Nancy E












Dalton, Danielle M - c
Dalton, Ronald D III - c
Davis Joseph D Sr
Davis. Beverly J
Davis, Cathy A













Downs, Paul - c
Drew, Alicia F
Duca, James R - c
Duca, Maureen T
Duca, Robert A
































Fraizer, Brandon L - c





Frazier, Christopher J Sr
Frye, Amanda L - c
Frye, Anthony M
Frye, Catherine A








Goldberg-JafTe, Noah - c






Goodnow, Jennifer A - c
Goodnow, Kathy J
Goodnow, lloyd P





Goulas, Steven S Jr














Haley. Cecil R - c








Haskins. Reta R - c
Haskins, Sean W - c
71
Haskins, Terren M - c
Haskins, Terry M
Haskins,, Becky R
Hastings, Kyle - c
Hatch, John - c









Heise, Roy B II
Heise, Shirley C














Hollenbeck, Burton G Jr
Hoilenbeck. Man E
Holm, Donald F
Holm, Donald F Jr
Holm, Marion F
Honkela, Michael A
Homer, Brittany N - c
Horner, Jeffrey L
Horner, Mekenna M - c
Homer, Michele M






Hulett. Maxwell F - c






Jackson, Shannon M - c











Jose, Bowen J - c




Keane, Alex M - c
Keane, Dolores M
Keane, Matt E - c





Kimball, Steven P - c
Kimbrell, RoyW
Kimbrell, Sharon E

































Laughner, Georgia T - c
Laughner, paul A Jr
Laughner, Pern W - c
Laughner, SusanW






Lescynski, Susan E - c
Leslie, Kyle - c




Letoumeau. Dominic A- c
Letoumeau, Joesph C
Letoumeau, Raymond - c
Lewis. Kim M - c





Luce\ . James R
Lucey. Roberta W






Mai Ion. Ann Marie
Maluf, Bro Francis B






Margand, Clare M - c
Margand, Gerald J
Margand, Nina R - c
Marsh Russell 1
Martin, Edward L Jr
Mason, George h Jr
Mason, Kimberly E








Maynard, Arthur W Jr
Maynard, Corey J
Maynard, Dustin W - c
Maynard, Riley A - c




McDonald, Amy N - c
McDonald, Brenda
McDonald, Brian L




Merchant. Megan A - c







Mcuse, Timothy R - c
Meuse. William R
Miller Paul D - c
Miller. Albert J - c
Miller. Brigettte M - c
Miller, Dennis A - c
Miller, Katharine M - c
Miller. Margaret M - c
Miller, Mark W
Miller. Mary M























Mullins, Annette E - c




Nash, Ashley A - c
Nearing, Casey R - c
Nearing, Erin F - c









Nunn, Stephen - c
O'Brien, Bernadette E - c
O'Brien, Michael E
Obrien, Michael E Jr - c
O'Brien, pamela J
O'Brien, Patrick J - c





Olney, Christopher T - c
Olney, Daniel T
Olney, Rachel A - c
Oxx, Carol P
Oxx. Gordon O Jr
Packard, Robert L
Parker-Tietgens, Catherine
Patch. Cody A - c
Patch, Foster, S - c
Patch, Jessica M
Patch. Kevin E
Patch. Olivia J - c
Patnode, William B
Pearsall, Andrew T
Pcarsall, Gregory - c













Ploszas, Christopher - c
Pogorzelski, Stanley









Pursell, Lynsey, E - c









































Russell. Cindi - c
Russell. Gary - c
Russell. Jeffrey - c
Schmidt Alvssa M - c
Schmidt. Alan J
Schmidt. Channez M - c
Schmidt. Jason H
Schmidt. Linda M

















Smith. Barn- M - c
Smith. Dorothy M
Smith. Jennifer - c
Smith. Justin - c
Smith. Kayla - c
Smith. Lacie M - c




Snow. Alicia L - c
Snow . Samantha M - c
Snow . Sherry L




Spath. Andrew D - c
Spath. Christopher T - c
Spath. David A
Spath. Nanci M


































Tonw eber. Patricia A
Torkclson. Bro Joseph J
Tourigny. Kathryn
Tourigny. Le\ i J - c
Toungny. Ross R
Tourigny. Sage K - c
Tourigny. Seth L - c
Underw ood. Kim K
VanBrocklin. Alison J
VanBrocklin. Andrew
VanBrocklin. Emily R - c
VanBrocklin. Hugh Wr
VanBrocklin. Laura J - c
VanBrocklin. Robert W
VanBrocklin. Sylvia M
Vaughan. Brian W - c
Vaughan. Debra A
Vaughan. Susan N - c
Vaughan, W'esley T















WTiarton. Brandon - c
Wharton. Jill M
Wharton, Robert B





Whitham. Devin C — c
Whitham. Kathleen D
Whitham. Rylan M

















Yoerger, Christopher M -
Zatowski, Pollyanna
Zatowski, Tad - c
Zatowski, Timothy - c
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Davis, Maurice 2 Shakers Cote, Gerald 41 Ottis
Lantz, Susan 3 Kota Dixon, Dean 42 Amanda
Jarvis, Arlene 4 Annie Tourigny, Ross 43 Kita
Laitinen, Elaine 5 Gus Honkala, Mike 44 Roddy
Merrifield, Sue 6 Molly Glenn, Melinda 45 Deacon
Hillock, Bill 7 Buddy Pogorzelski, Evelyn 46 Otto
Lutz, Leighton 8 Prince Boisvert, Linda 47 Sheena
Aldrich, Jaye 9 Taffy Patnode, Henry 48 Priscilla
Aldrich, Ted 10 Tucker Major, Michele 49 Tango
Crowl, Scott 11 Arrow Major, Michele 50 Sage
Cloutier, John 12 Kavik Qualters, Robert 51 Zona
Allen, Mark 13 Whisper Hollenbeck, Beth 52 Molly
Macneil, Debbie 14 Zip Hollenbeck, Beth 53 Baylor
Archambault, Philip D 15 Bruno Calzini, Joseph 54 Carly
Macneil, Debbie 16 Zip Brewer, Donna 55 Maxine
Watt, Allison 17 Sassy Frye, Anthony 56 Sadie
Cox, Nancy 18 Jinty Becklo, Bonnie 57 Cody
Cox, Nancy 19 Angus Bielunis, Pam 58 Shadow
Garone, Marsha 20 Madra Campbell, Ed 59 Tess
Garone, Marsha 21 Tommy Thibodeau, Joseph 60 Pete
Repucci, Norma 22 Shadow Goodnow, Kathy 61 Baby
Repucci, Norma 23 Angie Boccalini, Janet 62 Keesha
Meuse, William 24 Alex Gallagher, George 63 Zeus
Meuse, William 25 Brandi Keating, Craig 64 Zoey
Meuse, William 26 Max Hart, Kenneth 65 Little Bit
Hart, Cathy 27 Angel Hart, Kenneth 66 Abbey
Pelkey, Royce & Lori 28 Chester Beal, April 67 Tiffany
Morris, Paul 29 Goldie Beal, April 68 Lilly
Morris, Paul 30 Jake Condon, Loreal 69 Tasha
Phillips, Kaija 31 Brandon Schmidt, Jason 70 Cody
Snyder, Hillary 33 Cloey • Imon, Martine 71 Bradley
Snyder, Hillary Jean 32 Kaiser Imon, Martine 72 Hershey
Coll, Deb 34 Rascal Mckinstry, Darleen 73 Jasmine
j
Coll, Deb 35 Mo Mckinstry, Darleen 74 Mulligan
Layman Christine 36 Keno Keane, Stephen 75 Scampy
Copley, Paul 37 Lexy Modeen, Mark 76 Lady
Jackson, Christy 38 Shamus Hill, Jennie 77 Maxx
Ellis, Bob 39 Pepper Brewer, Geraldine 78 Rocky
76.
Owner Tag Doq Name Owner Tag Doq Name
Condon, Bonnie 79 Trixie Goodell, Freda 119 Tippy
Flaherty, John 80 Crystal Burns, Randy 120 Roy
Major, Amanda 81 Taz Talbert, Cathie 121 Maggie
Clark, Marcia 82 Ebony Brady, Mary 122 Molly
Wahl, John 83 gus Worden, Richard & I 123 Jasper
Wahl, John 84 Buddy Sweeney, Bill 124 Max
Bragg, Susan 85 Nala Lescynski, Nancy 125 Kali
St. Denis, Michelle 86 Vinny Picotte, Kitty 126 Tasha
St. Denis, Michelle 87 Arlo Holbrook, Sandy 127 Tara
Dilello, Kay 88 Courage Hatch, William 128 Rudy
Greer, John 89 Shadow Hatch, William 129 Sara
Bloom, Sheila 90 Leo Hatch, William 130 Susie
Mullarkey, Margarete 91 Brandy Hatch, John 131 Shadow
MuSlarkey, Margarete 92 Maxi Duca, Maureen 132 Alley
Mullarkey, Margarete 93 Tracey Maynard, Corey 133 Moe
McWhirk, Kathy 94 Winnie Mattson, Eleanor 134 Taurus
McWhirk, Kathy 95 Isis McNamara, Richard 135 Reanneon
Herron, Linda 96 Jazz Tanner, Darold 136 Slurpe
Taylor, Jeff 97 Digger Felegara, Elizabeth 137 Pete
Berube, Kristen 98 Duke Hermann, Melissa 138 Penny
Vaughan, Debra 99 Sara Hermann, Melissa 139 Cindy
Daigneault, Patrice 100 Striker Shaw, Herbert 140 Scarlet
Moriarty, Elaine 101 Mandy Erickson, Wayne 141 Skippy
Patnode, Bill 102 Molly Beauregard, Marcus 142 Ben
Wharton, Robert 103 Amber Patterson, Steve 143 Abbey
Marcotte, Kevin 104 Honey Tietgens, Chris 144 Dachi
Oxx Jr, Gordon 105 Bunky Tietgens, Chris 145 Toma
Beers, Mary 106 Sherba Royce, Doug 146 Harley
Dunn, June 107 Callie Auvil, Sandy 147 Jeremy
Flaherty, Janice 108 Stella Currier, Doreen 148 Kasie
Bailey, Michael 109 Noelle Currier, Doreen 149 Hannah
Blais, George 110 Lolly Graves, Judy 150 Otto
Squicciarini, Dorothy 111 Darby Graves, Judith 151 Emmalouise
Cellura, Michael 112 Tiberon Audette, Betty 152 Sadie
Toegel, Martha 113 Muktuk Haskins, Becky 153 Penelope
O'Brien, Robert 114 Kelly Haskins, Becky 154 Rocky
Kimbrell, Sharon 115 Little Bit Burdick, Diane 155 Amber
Kimbrell, Sharon 116 Ted E. Bear Snow, Sherry 156 Nala
Tonweber, Patricia 117 Kasey Meszaros, Deborah 157 Raven
Goodell, Freda 118 Tiny Lewis, Richard 158 Bear
77.
Owner Tag Doq Name Owner Tag Doq Name
Springer, Roger 159 Jenny Pearsall, Elizabeth 200 Boofus
Springer, Roger 160 Jake Purington, Lois 201 Buddy
Stratton, Kathleen 161 Coco Purrington, Lois 202 Lady
Stratton, Kathleen 162 Abby Pulsifer, William 203 Here
Hagar, Barbara 163 Dundee Pulsifer, William 204 Boris
Mann, Daniel 164 Oscar Pulsifer, William 205 Gretchen
Lutz, Leighton 165 Flubber Pulsifer, William 206 Digger
Lutz, Leighton 166 Wheezy Olney, Carolyn 207 Tasha
Frazier, Laura 167 Brittany Morin, Ludger 208 Jake
Frazier, Laura 168 Missy Adams, Lynn 209 Lady
Laughner, Susan 169 Rosie Harville, Patty 210 Luey
Mastrogiovanni, Roberta 170 Dusty Hammon, Beatrice 211 Buddy
Butterfield, Kathryn 171 Benn Berman, David M 212 Tapanga
VanBrocklin, Hugh 172 Natasha Mcdermott, Daniel 213 Brandy
Boscarino, Steven 173 Bailey Silver, Jane 214 Buffy
Boscarino, Steven 174 Sally Comptois, Barbara 215 Amber
Boscarino, Patricia 175 Elsa Comptois, Barbara 216 Mocha
Carey, Daniel 176 Tippy La Clair, Russell 217 Duke
Boudreau, J C 177 Barnum Leslie, Richard 218 Jed
Porte, Huguette 178 Monty Leslie, Richard 219 Casey
Smalley, Ronald 179 Drum Gorman, Judy 220 Sophie
Blais. Fred 180 Kane Gorman, Judy 221 Eliot
Whittum, Lewis 181 Quincy Welch, Judith 222 Clancy
Mullins, Virgil 182 Charlotte Welch, Judith 223 Kisha
Daniels, William 183 Cody Webber, Patty 224 Charlie
Daniels, William 184 Maggie Martin, Bette 225 Half-Ton
Daniels, William 185 Ebony Bragg, Susan 226 Rocky
Daniels, William 186 Jack Kozlowski, Joe 227 Meggie
Hillock, Zelma 188 Rover Mattson, Karen 228 Max
Warme, Marguerite 189 Nikka Mattson, Karen 229 Mikayla
McDonald, Brenda 190 Zoie Wilder, Mark 230 Tyler
Davis, Leonard 191 Joey Torrey, Lisa 231 Choco
Barfield, Karen 192 Autum Perry, Roger 232 Collo
Newton, Pat 193 Tucker Weekes, Robert 233 Becky
Newton, Pat 194 Liberty Weekes, Robert 234 Tansy
Newton, Pat 195 Max Frampton, David 235 Annie
Goulas, Beth 196 Winnie Doubleday, Airial 236 Gracey
Richardson, Larry 197 Smokestack Bersaw, Doug 237 Finnegan
Letourneau, Joseph 198 Kaiser Flagler, Susan 238 Rosey
Letourneau, Joseph 199 Ayla Majoy, Peter 239 Chelsea
78.
Owner Tag Doq Name Owner Tag Dog Name
Gunnerson, Darren 240 Britta Cantrell, William 280 Group 5
Gunnerson, Darren 241 Champ Bugtach, Amy 281 Max
Quinn, Debbie 242 Baby Ramsey, Chris 282 Aggie
Christo, Linda 243 Penny Pierce, Shirley 283 Beethoven
Macauley, Carolyn 244 Duke Pierce, Shirley 284 Sassy
Macauley, Carolyn 245 Jasper Jacobs, Mary Ann 285 Samantha
Macauley, Carolyn 246 Sky Drew, Alicia 286 Dixie
Bush, Diane 247 Boomer Caspari, Jacqui 287 Angus
Bush, Diane 248 Chance Goodnow, Jen 288 Sammy
Swanson, Walt 249 Maxx Brewer, Kevin 289 Lucas
Koenig, Vincent 250 Peggy Dieter, Rich 290 Sparky
Pursell, Dean 251 Midnight Balnis, Karen 291 Daisy
Hastings, Amy 252 Jasper Grondin-Jose, Betty 292 Gretchen
Hastings, Amy 253 Jasmin Greer, John 293 Sandy
Rocheleau, Tammy 254 Bandit Hudson, Robert 294 Sasha
Rocheleau, Tammy 255 Missie Boulay, Joseph 295 Bronson
Rocheleau, Tammy 256 Moe Thompson, Jennifer 296 Meghan
Hoefer, Michael 257 Greta Jones, Mary Jane 297 Annie
Hulett, Gerald 258 Atilla Mallett, Doug 298 Misty
Hulett, Gerald 259 Peanut Archambault, Philip 299 Sadie
Muller, Keith 260 Cecil Filliman, Robyn 300 Stella
Mullen Keith 261 Bodhi O'Brien, Robert 301 Lady
Rogers, James 262 Grizzley Canfield, Heather 302 Toby
Mason, Kimberly 263 Nayo Deegan, Suzanne 303 Sadie
Goldberg, Fred 264 Willie Knowlton, Chelsie 304 Alex
Corey, David 265 Rosebud Cushing, Ron 305 Wilma
Lablanc, Amie 266 Colby Becklo, Bonnie 306 AJ
Perugini-Lambert, Dina 267 Cocoa Cloutier, John 307 Hunter
Burns, Randy 268 Indy Clark, Shannon 308 Guisseppe
Morris, Karen 269 Luba Walsh, Stephen 309 Leah
Troughton, Bert 270 Kip Savard, Melinda 310 Martin
Troughton, Bert 271 Schindler
Whitham, Kathleen 272 Emmalouise
Sullivan, William 273 Henry
Sullivan, William 274 Heckle
Sullivan, William 275 Joe
Lafayette, J & S 276 Anna
Lafayette, J & S 277 Arthur
Howes, Candace 278 Suki
Stewart, Kate 279 Mack
79.
PROPERTY TAX INVENTORY
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Ackler, Dorothy
5.00A Tolman Place 33500 36500 70000 1537.20
Ahmed, Handi & Aida
10.10A 1382 1382 30.35
Aldrich, Theodore & Jaye
13.20A Carpenter Place 50950 67000 117950 2590.18
Allen, Charles & Latulippe, Jacqueline
3.50A Williams Lot 26750 26750 587.43
Allen, Mark & Michelle
4.11A Barden Lot Tract 1 39150 47350 86500 1899.54
Amato, Arthur T.
9.70A Part of Taft Lot 40550 66650 107200 2354.11
8.80A Camp Site 13200 13200 289.87
Amato, Joseph & Rose Ann
3.22A Sprague Rd 30850 69250 100100 2198.20
Amato, Thomas
3.50A Jacobson Sub 27750 27750 609.39
Anderson, Norman E.
6.00A Soderman Lot 10200 7950 18150 398.57
Angell, Carol P
3.04 C Martin Sub Lot 35650 58950 94600 2077.42
Annas, Pamela J.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 8 30500 33000 63500 1394.46
Apuzzo, Salvatore & Carmen
37.50A Carpenter Lot 61700 61700 1354.93
Archambault. Therese
30.00A Monument Rd 2401 27500 105800 135701 2979.99
Archambault, James R
5.4A Mill Lot 34100 30000 64100 1407.64
Arnold, Steven L & Donna C
12. 8A Donqui Farm 894 33500 123400 157794 3465.16
14.00A Pt of Lee Woods Lot 1159 1159 25.45
Atkins, Edith
160.00A Bullock Place 21160 55080 68400 144640 3176.29
6.00A Schoolhouse Lot 406 20500 3150 24056 528.27
1.8A Sandy Pond Lot 149 149 3.27
5.80A Part of Aldrich Lot 940 940 20.64
72.70A Bullock Lot Tract 2 11788 11788 258.86
Atkins, Edward & Tracy L
0.5A Home Place 24500 33150 57650 1265.99
Auvil. Sandra
5.10A KeltonLot 40300 31900 72200 1585.51
80.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Bailey, Hamilton
20.00A Starkey Lot
20.20A Martin Cook Lot
84.00A Bolles Lot
55.00A Bolles Lot
297. 00A Whitney Place
Bailey, Hamilton & Nancy
13.50A Howard Lot
60.00A Norwood Lot 1
40.00A Norwood Lot 2
100.00A NimsLot




10.30A Andrew Baird Lot
12.00A Tucker Meadow
Baker, Irene
9.00A Part of Thayer Place










131 A Harkness Lot
62 3A Pt of Harkness PI
2.2A Harkness Campsite
Barlow, Roy & Maria
3 90A Aldrich Lot Tract 1
Barth & Lorna Watkins Barth
5.40A
Bartlett, Roy M. & Simone A.
9.30A Barber Lot
Bartos. Richard & Audette, Betty
5.90A Blodgett Place
Bartos, Richard
3.16A Honey Hill Lot 1
Bassett, Cortland A
11.40A Wood Lot
Bause. Christopher & Pamela
3.40A Home Place















43050 30550 73600 1616.26
9491 9491 208.42
2400 2400 52.70
59250 55500 114750 2519.91
48800 63200 112000 2459.52
13134 13134 288.42
21242 21242 466.47
9615 29300 55550 94465 2074.45
357 . 357 7.84
35350 118600 153950 3380.74
42550 133950 176500 3875.94
14450 6050 20500 450.18
47100 38800 85900 1886 36
26900 26900 590.72
9100 9100 199.84
32500 30450 62950 1382.38
27050 58950 86000 1888.56
81




2.00A Pt of Mullen Lot
Beauvais, Charles
5.20A Bullock Road Lot 10
Becklo, Carl & Bonnie
21.70A
8.30A Robert Martin Lot 2
Beers, Mary Hawley
5.01 A Part of Beers Lot
Bennett, Shaun
5.00A Part of Bullock Lot
1 25A Bolza Cottage
Bense, Roger & Joanne
2.90A Morgan Reserve Lot 4
Berg, Christopher & Joann
5.00A Curtiss Lot Tract 2
Berman, David & Brenda
11.1 Granite Hill Lot 5
Bernard T & Geraldine M. Hill
7.0A Nancy Brown Lot
Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
6.40A Greenwoods Rd
Berube, Norman & Kristen
7.08A Barden Lot Tract 2
Bielunis, Alan & Pamela
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 4
Bigda, Richard
6.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 8
Blackledge, James & Maureen
1 1 30A Brickyard Brook Lot 6
Blair, 1999 Revocable Trust
2.10A Baird Home Place
7.30A Baird Place Tract 2
Blair, Harold & Norma
1 .50A Hooper Place
Blais, Frederick
3.86A Brewer Lot
Blais, George & Helena
2.00A Southwick Place
Blessed Sacrament Community
1 1 1 87A Thompson-Howe Lot
Boccalini, John C.
28.00A Part of Walker Place




34000 34600 68600 1506.46
27350 27350 600.61
2845 2845 62.48
2270 31750 71650 105670 2320.51
35250 52950 88200 1717.27
23800 23800 522.65
41900 14600 56500 1240.74
30350 50250 80600 1769.98
37700 60150 97850 2148.79
604 33100 107750 141454 3106.33
25300 25300 555.59
43850 142500 186350 4092.25
41750 84400 126150 2770.25
42400 74350 116750 2563.83
37050 76450 113500 2492.46
1178 27950 120700 149828 3290.22
32650 124100 156750 3442.23
10950 10950 240.46
26750 45000 71750 1575.63
33550 114200 147750 3244.59
27500 96200 123700 2716.45
7565 40700 48265 1059.90
46700 98100 144800 3012.91
43900 43900 964.04
28750 37850 66600 1462.54
82.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Bordeau, Kathleen
4.58A Dell Sub
Boscarino, Steven A. & Jean
6.1 1A Part of Fay Martin Farm
Boudreau, James G. & Gayle J
6.20A Coburn Lot 6
Boudreau, John & Lynn
7.50A Colony Hill Lot 19
5.00A Factory Land & Lots
Boulay, Joseph & Crowl, Terri
4.60A Martin Rd
Brady, James & Mary
7.04A Route 32





1.00A Howe Tavern Lot
Brewer, Kevin & Mary
1.00A
Brewer, Timothy & Susan
9.00A Parker Meadow
Brickyard Brook Common Land
12.3A
Bridge, Carl & Ann, Rev Trust
5.00A Twitchell Lot - East






0.50A Cottage Lot - Campsite
12.00A HomeSite
0.50A Sandy Pond Lot
12.00A Whitney Place
150.00A Tucker-Newell Lot
Brooks, Roger & Phyllis
1 .00A Sherwin Lot
18.00ABealsLot
30.10A Rawding Place




28050 28050 615 98
43650 151200 194850 4278.91
29550 29550 648 92
50900 80450 131350 2884.45
34850 57550 92400 2029.10
29400 83650 113050 2482.58
38150 129100 167250 3672.81
789 35000 41350 77139 1693.97
4885 32500 15200 52585 1154.77
32500 58000 90500 1987.38






38000 116400' 154400 3390.62
22000 2250 24250 532.53





293 15000 5450 20743 455.52
2244 30000 90200 122444 268887
2178 2178 47.83
62 62 1.36
5382 4000 9382 206.03
2650 2650 58.19
83.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Brooks. Roger & Phyllis
55.5A Rice Brook Camp 5979 5979 131.30
26.00A Rice Lot 1722 1722 37.82
Brothers of Our Lady of Reconciliation
3.32A Greenwoods Road 32500 152800 185300
Brown, Edward & Deanna
3.00A Lord Lot 7500 7500 164.70
Brunelle, Richard & Deborah
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 3 21500 21500 472.14
Brunk, Kathryn & Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
10.53A 58550 52200 110750 2432.07
Bruno, Anthony
5.30A Colony Hill Lot 21 38150 68550 106700 2343.13
Bryan, Rev. John
12.00A Barrus Place 47500 27900 75400 1655.78
Buck, David A & Marilyn M
3.20A Brickyard Brook 36350 99450 135800 2982.17
Budaj, Frank & Cynthia
0.60A Cass Pond Cottage Lot 25000 21200 46200 1014.55
Buffum, Warren J. & Cathy J.
15.70A Swan-Whipple Tract 1 1300 1300 28.55
Bugatch, Amy
1.1 OA Karen Jensen PI 26500 74350 1 00850 2214.67
Bugatch, Sharon & Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
2.00A Part of Southwick Lot 29000 79250 108250 2377.17
Burdick, Douglas V
3 Home Place North 36100 61850 97950 2150 98
Burke, Sherry
2.10A Morgan Reserve Lot 21 33000 22250 55250 1213.29
Burns, August
12.10A L Howard Place 1303 1303 28.61
86.90A L Howard Place 9437 47200 106950 163587 3592.37
Burns, Randall
7.20A Pt of Hood Place 41100 48900 90000 1976.40
Bush. Christopher & Diane
28.50A Amidon Lot 431 33500 71600 105531 2317.46
Busick, Robert & Cheryl
2.0A Pt of L Cass Place 32500 72800 105300 2312.39
Butterfield, James & Katheryn
7.20A Colony Hill Lot 16 40300 117150 157450 3457.60
Buzzell, et al James H
60.OA 81500 23400 104900 2303.60
Calabro, Joseph
2.00A Burgess Place 27500 61800 89300 1961.03
20.00A 3243 3243 71.22
Calzini, Richard & Patricia & Calzini, Joseph & Irene
39.33A Jacque Lot 3257 3257 71.52
7.00A Lang Lot Tract C 31800 85250 117050 2570.42
84.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Campbell, Edward & Barbara
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 1 26100 26100 573.16
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 2 33600 67150 100750 2212.47
Cantrell, William
55.8A Home Place 3411 36500 43700 83611 1836.10
Carnie, James & Mary
3.22A Carnie Sub Lot 1 1217 14600 17300 33117 727.25
3.19A Carnie Sub Lot 2 1559 1559 34.24
25.60A Barden Lot Tract 3 4559 31500 74100 110159 2419.09
Carpenter, John & Brenda
2.00A Pt of Jones Land 29000 33300 62300 1368.11
Carrier, Roger Sr & Mary
1.70A Davis & Montgomery Place 27050 46800 73850 1621.75
Carter, Micehlle & Scott
3.22A C Martin Lot Sub 31900 33300 65200 1431.79
Cass, Estate, Lyman
8.00A Crooker Meadow 3200 3200 70.27
Cauthem, Gene & Marita
32.80A Handy Lot 1693 1693 37.18
Cersosimo Lumber Co
105.00A Swan Lot 64350 64350 1413.13
133.40A Cass Lot 8836 8836 194.04
70.60A Part of Hill Lot 30900 30900 678.56
Cersosimo Anthony
33.80A Part of Hill Lot 16300 16300 357.95
47.00A Holden Lot 18800 18800 412.85
Chamberlain, Mrs John
2.0A Ballou Place 3000 3000 65.88
Clark, James & Carol
3.16A 36600 95950 132550 2910.80
Clark, Steven & Marcia
3.80A Aldrich Lot Tract 2 35200 91600 126800 2784.53
Clarke, Maureen P.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 10 34500 71500 106000 2327.76
Cloutier, Tracy
1.10A Walter Johnson PI 28000 51700 79700 1750.21
Codignotto, John Jr.
. 3.70A Morgan Reserve Lot 31 31550 72900 104450 2293.72
Cohn, Martin & Marjorie
17.20A 1757 1757 38.58
Cole, Kenneth & Valerie
14.30A Boyce-Swan Lot 1957 1957 42.98
Coll, William & Debra
12.00A Barden Lot Tract 2 417 27500 92050 119967 2634.48
Conant, Gilbert & Margaret
115.00A Mills Webster 9001 9001 197.66
Condon, Lloyd & Bonnie
7.05A Peables Place 47100 110800 157900 3467.48
85.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Condon, Loreal
3.06A
Connell, Daniel & Abigail
6.30A Colony Hill Lot 15
Copeland, Glenn & Patricia
0.50A Part of Home Place
Copley, Allen J
40.0A Whitcomb Lot
Copley, Paul & Kimberly




Cormier Ronald A Sr, & Alice M
7.30A Pt of Thompson Howe
Corrigan, Michael & Elsie
35.00A Daniels Lot
Corrody, Robert E Jr. et al
6.40A Greenwoods Rd
Cosimini, Eugene & Legge, David
99.00A Wiswall Lot
Cossa, Mario
17.55A Adams Lot - South 1
Country Road Realty (C Chamberlain Land Value)
13A Amidon Thompson Lot
Courchene, Hector
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tract 3
Courchene, Hector & Janet




5.70A Bullock Rd Lot 9
Coy, Robert & Mehaffey. Joyce
15.0A BurbankLot
Coy, Robert












37250 77550 114800 2521.01
46650 94550 141200 3100.75
200 200 4.39
3312 3312 72.73
46050 54950 101000 2217.96
34550 51300 85850 1885.27
26700 12500 39200 860.83
59100 97150 156250 3431.25
38150 15500 53650 1178.15
81100 4850 85950 1887.46






35250 49300 84550 1856.72
569 569 12.50




1423 26750 22200 50373 1106.19
34750 64350 99100 2176.24
50200 64050 114250 2508.93
86.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Csizmadia, Joseph & Eileen
3.10A Part of Beers Sub
Currier. Bruce
25.00A Martin Lot & Camp
Cuseo,George & Kathryn
1 20A Putney Land
Cushing, Ronald & Gail
9.20A
Cyr Family Limited Partnership
55.50A Quaker Lot Tract 1
81.00A BigelowLot
67.60A Liimatainen Place
47.40A Cronk Farm Lot 7
34.5A
16.30A Pt of Bassett Hill
1 00A Garage Lot
1.20A Newman Lot
72.00A Ballou Lot
100.0A H Ballou Lot
40.00A Martin Lot
D'Orio, Frank & Doris
5.10A Cragin Curtiss Tract 5
Daher, William & Camilla
3.62A Greenwoods Rd
Daigneault.Thomas & Patricia
5.60A Coburn Lot 4
Daley, James T
75.00A Allen Lot
Daniels, William & Jennifer
10.29A Greenwoods Rd
Davis Jr Trustee, William
3.00A Sprout Land
Davis, Joseph & Cathy
5.10A Brickyard Brook L3
Davis, Leonard & Valma
14.49A Mary King Place
Davis, Lynn
3.05A Mary King Place
Davis, Maurice & Beverly
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 10
Deegan, Mark J & Susanne
4.70A Coll Subdivision
Delo, Martha
50.00A Allen Taylor Lot
12.00A BurbankLot
Demuth, Sharon
5.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 26
24200 24200 531 .43
2436 34500 29100 66036 1450.15
25800 27900 53700 1179.25
41050 88000 129050 2833.94
5956 5956 130.79










41200 81950 123150 2704.37
33200 87400 120600 2648.38
36850 56400 93250 2047.77
4956 26000 5450 36406 799.48
45400 83550 128950 2831.74
2400 • 2400 52.70
36800 68550 105350 2313.49
43750 53450 97200 2134.51
32350 63550 95900 2105.96
36600 66225 102825 2258.04





NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Dickinson, Richard & Alice M.
8.30A Home Place 43325 83642 126967 2788.20
Dieter, Richard & Catherine
3.190A Honey Hill Lot 2 21150 21150 464.45
Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano
0.50A Williams Mill & Lot 18950 12400 31350 688.45
1 70A Phillips Lot Tract 2 2550 2550 56.00
0.30A Blake Lot Tract 3 450 450 9.88
23.50A Phillips Lot 1557 1557 34.19
36.30A Blake Lot 2405 2405 52.81
5.20A Phillips Lot Tract 1 21050 9550 30600 671.98
Dilello, Catheryn
1 .60A House Lot 30500 38400 68900 1513.04
Dixon, Dean & Ingersoll, Patricia
3.48A Brickyard Brook Lot 32200 145900 178100 3911.08
Donohue, Laurie
11.55 A 38900 38900 854.24
Dorey, Christopher
22.80A Don Browo Tract C 3373 25000 28373 623.07
Drew, B. J. & Margaret
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 5 34500 34500 757.62
Drew, Richard & Alicia
48.0A Martin Lot 3080 29500 124350 156930 3446.18
Drogaris, Aristotelis & Marie
2.20A Rt 119 34300 102000 136300 2993.15
Duca, Robert & Maureen
0.25A Barrus Lot 21000 36950 57950 1272.58
Dunn, Thomas & June
5.02A Cronk Farm Lot 4 35400 58100 93500 2053.26
Dunton, Joanne F. & Cote, Gerald H.
22.00A Bowen Lot 980 28300 99550 128830 2829.11
1.80A Amidon Lot 68 68 1.49
Dupuis, Sybil
15.00A Bullock Lot Tract 1 2432 2432 53.41
Dzakonski, Joseph & Florence
7.70A St Clair Sub 37550 63150 100700 2211.37
Eismont, Rostilav & Jean
1 . 1 0A Pt of Burgess Place 2 19 19 0.42
2.30A Pt of Burgess Place 2 983 983 21.59
4.44A Jacobson Lot 608 608 13.35
5.10A Putney Place 33650 51700 85350 1874.29
26.43A Adams Lot - South 2 4286 4286 94.12
Ellis, Robert H, Simmons, Wanda J
6.61 OA 34700 60600 95300 2092.79
Erickson, Wayne Sr & Karen
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 6 41400 83750 125150 2748.29
Fairbanks, Orvis & Donna
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tract 4 1711 1711 37.57
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Fall, William
6.20A Martin Lot
Fedor, Stephen & Elizabeth
64.00A Quinn-Grogan Lot
Felegara, Robert & Elizabeth
3.44A Cronk Farm Tract 2
Fernandez et al, Ida A
3.43A Greenwoods Rd
Filipi, Arnie & Theresa
5.11 A Part of S Bowen Lot
Fillian Trust, Rev
35.00A Part of L Cass Lot
Findlay, Catherine
3.0A Lang Lot Tract F-2
Fish Jr, O'Neil & Viola
0.75A Home Place
Flagler Jr, Richard E.
3.47A Cronk Farm Lot 1
Flaherty, John
15.90A Bullock-Williams Lot 3
Flanders Revocable Trust
97.70A Eller Hale Lot
Flanders, Dana & Carol
5. 1 0A Cragin Curtis Tract 3
Foote Jr, George
152.0A J Ballou Lot
80.0A L Ballou Lot





Frampton, David & Margaret
7.50A Tolman Meadow
8.30A Twitchell Lot




Frye, Anthony & Catherine
5.90A Colony Hill Lot 20
Fusco, Mark Anthony
1.00A Burrill Lot & Camp
Gagnon, Hilaire & Elsie
1 00A House Lot
Gallagher, George C
6.50A Lang Lot Tract D
25800 25800 566.57
3695 35500 134000 173195 3803.36
31150 69700 100850 2214.67
33650 129400 163050 3580.58
34150 117950 152100 3340.12
3969 3969 87.16
30500 51650 82150 1804.01
19000 19000 417.24
31900 129929 161829 3424.82
240 29000 64950 94190 2068.41
6584 27500 57300 91384 1743.27
34550 81150 115700 2510.77







95 30000 78200 108295 2378.16
143 143 3.14
3395 21200 24595 540.11
28550 73500 102050 2241.02
34850 118800 153650 3374.15
23000 19000 42000 922.32
20000 20000 439.20
30000 6350 36350 798.25
89.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Gallagher, Steven & Diana













Goldberg, Fred & Jaffee, Roberta
20.00A Shinn Place
Goodell, Boyd & Pamela
30.50A Lang Lot Tract H
Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
334.00A Aldrich-Cass Lot R4
75.00A Sawyer Putney Lot R5
17.00A HoveyLotR24
Goodnow, Lloyd & Kathy
5.30A Don Browo Tract A
22.60A Don Browo Tract B
Goulas, Steven Jr & Elizabeth
3.20A Pt of Tolman Meadow
Gourley, James & Sandra
83.00A CummingsLot
Grandy, Henry & Adell & Chester & Albona
10.00A Southergreen Place
Grashow, Gary & Davidson, Lisa
13.90A Nancy Brown Lot
Graves, David & Judith
50.20A Bullock-Williams Lt 7




10.30A J Beaman Lot 3
15.90A Martin Lot Tract 1
Greenspan, & Mill Berejo, Daniel
4.0A Morgan Reserve L 30
Greer, John
3.03A Martin Lot
Guerra, Ann & Guerra Clara
1.00A Home Place
34000 87800 121800 2674.73
9550 9550 209.72
11012 39500 203700 254212 5582.50
20500 5550 26050 572.06
31500 87950 119450 2623.12
34650 94800 129450 2842.72
57850 67350 125200 2749.39
51400 66300 117700 2584 69
506 30000 78200 108706 2387.18
29545 26560 153700 209805 4423.23
6510 6510 142.96
1584 1584 34.78
35700 155500 191200 4198.75
3340 25000 28340 622.35
31500 52300 83800 1840.25
6161 6161 135.30
55200 10650 65850 1446.07
1427 1427 31.34
5967 5967 131.04






24400 67750 92150 2023.61
26000 28700 54700 1201.21
90.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Gunnerson, Darren & Madden, Tracy
5.30A Fisher Lot Tract 9 45850 95600 141450 3106.24
Gurian, Michael
1 20.00A Lewis Cass Place 1 751
2
44900 113450 175862 3861.93
Gustafson, Michael & Patty
5.40A Coburn Lot 2 35000 65300 100300 2202.59
Gutknecht, Charles & Marjory
4.40A Route 32 31800 79100 110900 2435.36
Hadley, Daniel & Judith
4.50A Pt of Swan Lot 9450 9450 207.52
2.80A Pt of Fisher Lot 32750 28350 61100 1341.76
Hagar Jr, Barbara & Arthur
3.00A Howard Place 29000 32750 61750 1356.03
Hallas, Henry & Louise
1 8.30A Part of Taylor Lot 298 20000 20298 445.74
25.00A Perry Place 52 71500 47400 118952 2612.19
7.00A Part of Mattson Place 121 121 2.66
Hallas, Herbert
12.00A Part of Holbrook Lot 9600 9600 210.82
40.50A Part of Taylor Lot 59450 59450 1305.52
Halpern, Carol
1.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 17 29500 53600 83100 1824.88
Hamilton, W. Michael & Castellino, Comeau & Collier
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 13 35000 22800 57800 1269.29
Hamm, George & Verena
15.80A Nichols Lot 9100 900 10000 219.60
Hammond et at, Romie D
3.10AC Martin Lot Sub 32450 43600 76050 1670.06
Hammond Trust, Horace & Lemira
1.1 OA Prescott Place 27650 46650 74300 1192.43
Harris, Arthur & Patricia
5.30A Granite Hill Lot 2 41350 102300 • 143650 3154.55
Harris, David & Julie
3.76A Honey Hill Lot 4 33800 33800 742.25
Harron, Ralph T Sr.
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 6 45800 137650 183450 4028.56
Hart, Kenneth G & Young, Patricia
4. 1 0A Home Place West 35150 74300 109450 2403.52
Harvey, Alan
1 00A Ryan Home Place 27500 26350 53850 962.95
Haskins, Terence & Rebecca
5.00A Stanley Amidon Place 38050 108450 146500 3217.14
Hastings, Randy & Amy
2.040A Otis Martin Lot 1 29050 76600 105650 2320.07
Hatch, William & Patricia
12.58A Fisher Lot Tract 4 48200 111250 159450 3501.52
Haught, Robert & Anna
4.00A OT Cass Lot 32000 52050 84050 1845.74
91.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Hayward, Frederick & Carole
1.70A E. Cass Place 27050 115500 142550 3130.40
Heimann, Charles Estate of
148.00AR10A 10819 10819 237.59
Heimann II, Charles J.
10.00A J. Beaman Lot 1 380 380 8.34 ;
71.00ADrCassLotR11 4246 4246 93.24 !
115.00A R10B 6068 6068 133.25 [
78.00A R10C 4216 4216 92.58
34.00A Twitchell Lot R2 2815 2815 61.82
225.OA Ware Lot R9 8539 8539 187.52
20.00ATaftLotR13 1863 1863 40.91
9.00A Putney Lot R1
2
838 838 18.40
45.0A Harris lot R1
6
4192 4192 92.06 !
4.0A 152 152 3.34
Heimann, Marjorie
160.0A Williams Black R14 11978 11978 263.04
34.OA Activity Area R27 2097 2097 46.05
94.0A Activity Area R26 5279 5279 115.93
45.OA Bowen Lot R21 1708 1708 37.51
.038A 45 45 0.99
23.00A Thompson Lot R20 1904 1904 41.81
4.31A Honey Hill Lot 9 24950 24950 547.90
3.54A Honey Hill Lot 10 23800 23800 522.65
6.41A Honey Hill Lot 11 28100 28100 617.08
10.00A 380 380 8.34
Heise II, Roy & Jennifer
6.30A Nutting-Coburn Lot 37200 69550 106750 2344.23
Heise, Roy & Shirley
76.3A Jonas Wheeler Place 211520 165600 377120 8281.56
4.00A 24500 24500 538.02
Herman, Kenneth & Melissa
6.58A Route 32 464 29025 145750 175239 3848.25
6.24A Greenwoods Rd 1012 1012 22.22
Herman, Thomas
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lt 2 29000 46750 75750 1663.47
Herron, John M. & Linda S.
5.00A 36950 125100 162050 3558.62
Heyes, Fred L
23.00A Scott Lot 46000 46000 1010.16
Hill, David & Patricia
2.50A 405 405 8.89
6.50A • 896 896 19.68
1.60A 132 132 2.90
Hill, Jonathan
12.00A BigelowLot 3748 3748 82.31
92.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Hill, Jonathan,& Jennie Lu, Joslin, Roger &















Hillock, John & Audrey
1.75A Robert Hillock Land
Hillock, William & Lori
5.49A
Hoar, Alexander
90.00A Martin Lot & Camp
Holbrook Family Trust
55.00A Piper-Sherwin Lot
192.00A Noah Perry Place
Holbrook, Sandra
6.20A Morse Place
Hollenbeck, Burton & Mary E.
24.74A




Honkala, Michael & Glenn, Melinda
90.00A Randall Lot
Hornak, William & Toni
45.00A Robert & Dave Hornak Lot
15.00A Hornak Lot
212.00A Hornak Lot
Horner, Jeffrey L & Michelle M




















25000 3950 28950 635.74
839 839 18.42




29250 45850 75100 1649.20
38750 59100 97850 2148.79
11906 6200 3450 21556 473.37
8918 8918 195.84
30484 32000 178900 241384 5300.79
38800 30400 69200 1519.63
2911 38300 252000 293211 6438.91
25500 37550 63050 1164.98
5730 5730 125.83




33200 149500 182700 4012.09





NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Hudson. Robert & Lisa
10.640A 41000
Hulett, Gerald & Marguerite
7.00A Shinn Lot & House 36500
3.00A Whipple Hill 32050
Humphrey, Austin & Lahoma
6.90A Bullock Rd Lot 7 41 950
Hybels. Derk & Carl & Ralph
85.50ACy Taylor Lot 9361
38.70A Swan-Corliss Lot
Imon, Wayne & Frances
3.27A Lot #2
Isaac. Barbara






Jacobson. Eino & Sara
6.40A Brickyard Brook Lot 2
Jacobson. Paul & Eino
0.37A Part of Corner Store
1 00A 4 Corners Store. Lnd Ex
Jacobson. Paul & Linda
2.00A Home Place - East
Jane Carey Revocable Trust
6.720A Route 32
Jarvis, Donald & Arlene
2.00A Home Place
Jarvis. Jesse R




33.00A Carl Johnson Lot 12903
Johnson. Albert & Elinor
5. 1 0A Lang Lot Track K
Johnson, Carl & Haversat. Eric J. & Patricia J.
0.90A Cass Pond Lots 1.2.3
Johnson. Carl W & Gloria E




Jones. Carl & Mary Jane














21650 2400 24050 528.14
38600 140100 178700 3924.25
35100 22200 57300 1258.31
6050 6050 132.86
24850 600 25450 558.88
26000 47050 73050 1604.18
41150 96900 138050 3031.58
1850 1850 40.63
41000 1 30550 171550 3767.24
26500 26500 581.94
38200 94150 1 32350 2906.41
29000 53600 82600 1813.90
38450 43900 82350 1808.41
27500 56150 83650 1836.95
12903 283.35
15000 15000 329.40
37500 20650 58150 1276.97
26500 32600 62609 1374.89
10000 10000 219.60
29600 25450 55050 1208.90
28200 619.27
94.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Jose, Richard
3.00A Sherrick Place
Joslin, Roger & Ruth & Hill, Jonathan & Jennie Lu
1 5.00A Carpenter Lot 1 242
Karevy, Albert & Harville, Patti
2.50A Campbell Place
Keane, Stephen & Delores
5.30A Route 32
Keane, William & Andrew
3 20A Morgan Reserve Lot 11
Kearnes, Kenneth
38.94A Perry Lot 3762
Keenan, James
33.00A Buffum Lot 3623
14.00A Buffum Lot
Keene, City of
0.50A Part of Swan Place
Kelley, David & Elizabeth
51 80A Starkey-Bullock Lot 2626
Kellom, Richard
60.00A Sprague Lot 3778
Kibler, Lewis & Priscilla
34.00A Amidon-Starkey Lot 2815
50.00A Perry Home Place 3312
Kibler, Priscilla P.
59.00A Mary Perry Lot 6766
Kimball, Peter & Brewer Donna
5.80A Wakefield Tavern
Kimbrall, Roy W & Sharon E
4.60A Goodnow Lot Tract 2
Knowlton, Paul & Marie
9.90A Bullock Rd Lot 3
Koch & Koch Blders and Developers
3.26A Honey Hill Lot 3
4.04A Honey Hill Lot 7
4.35A Honey Hill Lot 8
Koch, Donna
26.62ALot#4 4318
Kozlowski, Joseph & Marilyn
40.00A Martin Lot & Camp
Kroll, Charles & Madeline
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 9
Kruse, Kip R
1.0A Smith Place
La Branche, Robert & Evelyn
4.20A Pt of Packard Lot
Labbe, Linda
1.75A ShinnLand
33860 69150 103010 2262.10
1242 27.27
28250 65400 93650 2056.55
36200 75113 111313 2444.43
23800 850 24650 541.31
3762 82.61
44850 125100 173573 3811.66
47000 79900 126900 2786.72
2500 2500 54.90





47300 104950 152250 3343.41
40550 47600 88150 1935.77
52350 51100 . 103450 2271.76




69200 145450 214650 4494.11
36950 37400 74350 1632.73
31000 52450 83450 1832.56
28300 28300 621.47
28200 23850 52050 1143.02
95.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Label le, Grover & Jeffrey Reese
1.00A Home Place 27500 15550 43050 615.98
LaClair II, Russell & Lisa
5.20A Fisher Lot Tract 10 38950 73150 112100 2461.72
Lafayette et al, James P
3.00A Dog Patch Lot 31900 77700 109600 2406.82
Laitinen, James & Elaine
62.40A 6585 28500 127950 163035 3580.25
Laliberte, Catherine
4.65A Martin, Lot Sub 23400 52900 76300 1675.55
Lancey, Calvin & Lisa
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 6 33600 63300 96900 2127.92
Lanick Estate, Jerry
1.60A 23000 23000 505.08
1 .30A Part of Freeman Land 29000 28200 57200 1256.11
Lantz, William M & Susan L
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 6 35150 74900 110050 2416.70
Laplume, Russell & Judith
7.97A Greenwoods Rd 40550 97500 1 38050 3031.58
Lay, Michael & Elizabeth
100.00A Severence Place 144500 57450 201950 4434.82
Layman, Christine & Briggs, Kenneth
3.80A Jacobson Sub 37300 70400 107700 2365.09
Lee, Martin & Marcia
3.10A Sprague Rd 23150 23150 508.37
Leonard, George & Phyllis
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 9 30300 66700 97000 2130.12
Lescynski, Henry & Nancy
10.40A Bullock Rd Lot 4 51050 54050 105100 2308.00
Leslie, Richard & Robin
5.00A Part of Conway Place 33500 70350 103850 2280.55
Letourneau, Joseph & Denise
1 40A Pt of Gorman PI 30500 70600 101100 2091.91
Lewis MD, Robert
52.80A St Clair Lot 5403 5403 118.65
1 0.20A Edith Amidon Place 1 654 1654 36.32
3.00A Edith Amidon Place 31450 53050 84500 1855.62
1.1 0A Edith Amidon Place 20500 20500 450.18
12.90A Home Place 1858 35000 13700 50558 1110.25
Lewis, Hester & Grant, Joyce
7.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 14 45450 37750 83200 1827.07
Lewis, Richard & Tokunaga, Annette
3.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 29 30950 69850 100800 2213.57
Liimatainen, Oiva & Eleanor
10.30A Goodnow Lot Tract 4 49350 69150 118500 2382.66
Lounder, Margaret & Dorothy
3.00A Lounder Place 8 34000 35450 69450 1195.72
96.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Luce, Mathew
60.0A Martin Lot 24000 24000 527.04
Lucey Etal, James R
46.00A Lang Lot Tract 1 7459 7459 163.80
Lucey, James & Roberta
27.50A Lang Lot Tract G 4459 4459 97.92
9.00A Lang Lot Tract E 40550 85400 125950 2765.86
Macken, William & Gutrude
2.10A Morgan Reserve L 7 23000 23000 505.08
MacNeil, Deborah
3.62A Tract 3 34950 83450 118400 2600.06
Maden, Suzanne & Phil
66.00A Lawrence Lot 7191 7191 157.91
Majoy, Peter
33.50A Bowen Place 62500 66900 129400 2841 .62
Mallett Jr., Douglas
3.00A Cottage Lot 32500 22450 54950 1206.70
Marcotte, Kevin
20.51A 52950 54600 107550 2361.80
Margand, Gerald & Catherine
3.80A Greenwoods Rd 35350 78800 114150 2506.73
3.10A 33450 85950 119400 2622.02
Marsh, Russell
0.50A Harry Hooper Land 23000 40650 63650 1178.15
Martin Jr, Edward
56.60A Otis Martin Lot 12137 20000 3600 35737 784.78
2.0A 20000 20000 439.20
Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward
20.00A Part of Martin Farm 2863 7500 1750 12113 266.00
30.00A Home Place 5168 11000 50000 66168 1453.05
Martin, William
25.OA Home Place 43900 10700 54600 1199.02
Martin, Frances S Declaration
2.0A E Starkey Place 23250 23250 510.57
Massi, David ,Filliman,Robyn
5.0A Whipple Place 37600 65500 103100 2264.08
Mastrogiovanni, Paul & Roberta
1.00A Leliwa Place 32500 61350 93850 2060.95
Mattson, Eleanor
13.70A Mahoney Place 53900 37350 91250 2003.85
Maynard, Arthur Jr & Corey
3.40A Greenwoods Rd 31800 22750 54550 1197.92
McCaffrey, William & Margot
105.00A WhitcombLot 17026 17026 373.89
McCann, Katharine
3.00A House Lot 25000 25000 549.00
McCarthy, Richard & Elizabeth
31.60A Granite Hill Lot 7 1161 32500 129350 163011 3579.72
97.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
McCaul, & Heather R Canfield
28.70A Cliff Goodell Place 3347 34120 170350 207817 4563.66
McCobb, Ralph & Doreen
0.1 1A Cottage Lot - Sandy Pond 26500 17300 43800 961.85
McDermott, Daniel H
4.20A Goodnow Lot Tract 1 39850 86850 126700 2782.33
McDonald, Brian & Brenda
5.70A Coburn Lot #3 35250 42050 77300 1697.51
McGarry, Winifred
7.30A 36950 57500 94450 2074.12
McGrath, Anne
1.13A Williams Mill Site 26500 24250 50750 1114.47
McKinstry, Allan & Darlene
3.09A Pt of Freeman PI 31650 143900 175550 3855.08
McLeod, Charles
7.60A 629 629 13.81
3.02A Taylor Hill Rd 167 27500 1 04850 132517 2910.07
McNamara, Richard & Bridget
190.30A Fay Martin Farm 17470 27864 31600 76934 1689.47
McWha, William
0.42A Cass Pond Lots 4 & 5 21000 19700 40700 893.77
McWhirk, Kathryn
1.00A House Lot 27500 81650 109150 2396.93
Menter, John & Sheila
2.50A Boquist Lot 29750 19650 49400 1084.82
Merrifield, Francis & Velma
10.00A Home Place 59250 44450 103700 1838.05
Merrifield Jerald & Susan
2.70A Boyeson Lot 30950 46450 77400 1699.70
17.00A Home Place South Lot 1 38000 38000 834.48
Merwin, Augustus & Eleanor
39.79A Ray Whipple Place 4333 35500 91100 130933 2875.29
Meszaros, Frank & Mariane
3.30A Phillips Place 35950 112150 148100 3252.28
Meuse, William & Michelle
2.50A Boquist Lot 2 29750 120700 150450 3303.88
Miner, Susan
5.00A Greenwoods Rd 30700 21100 51800 1137.53
Modeen, Mark & Cynthia
5.60A 36850 75100 111950 2458.42
Monadnock Trust
146.40A Cook Curtis Lot 12122 12122 266.20
100.00A Cook Lot 8280 8280 181.83
Mondello, Eileen & Dominick
6.70A Atherton Lot 36000 59800 95800 2103.77
Moore, Deirdre A Ziruk, Alfr
29.10A Lang Lot Tract J 3743 29750 35050 68543 1505.20
98.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Morgan Reserve Association
390.00A Common Land/Cabin 46853
Moriarity, Cornelius & Elaine
2.50 A Part of Cronk Place
Morin, Ludger & Theresa
6.00A Otis Martin Lot Tract 4
Morris et al, Steven R
2.00A Leon Amidon Place





5.60A Colony Hill Lot 14
Mountford III, James & Heather
1 00A Ballou Place
Mueller, Donald & Suzanne
29.00A John Bolles Place 5094
Mulkern Trust, Sylvia




1 5.0A Conway Place 1 545
Mullins, Virgil & Johnson, Miriam Ruth
1.00A Campsite & Trailer




3.370A Whipple Hill Rd
Nearing, Kimberly
3.05A
Nettleton, Mark & Hilary
3.70A Part of Bowen Lot
Nicholas, Glenn
4.00A Part of Prescott Place
Nichols, George & Yvonne
24.00A Randall Lot
Noftle, John & Noftle, Ronald & Randall
39.00A Wilkins-Conway Lot
Noftle, John & Edith
2.10A McPherson Lot
O'Brien, Edward
1 4.60A Whipple Tract 6 1 209
O'Brien, Mary & Coller, Alice
3.10A
20800 2450 70103 1539.46
34250 66350 100600 2209.18
37800 65950 103750 2278.35
29000 100400 129400 2841 .62
63750 72350 136100 2988.76
3850 3850 84.55
36850 78650 115500 2536.38
27500 39250 66750 1465.83
41200 115100 161394 3544.21
31400 58750 90150 1979.69
33450 63550 97000 2130.12
27000 91900 120445 2644.97
20000 2300 22300 489.71
28250 72900 101150 2221 .25
19700 111650 131350 2884.45
26350 26350 578.65
36500 132500 169000 3711.24
36800 57000 93800 2059.85







NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
O'Brien, Michael & Pamela
3.03 Lot #6 37400 99900 137300 3015.11
O'Brien, Robert & Laurie
3.06A 35950 125650 161600 3548.74
O'Gorman, John & Sandra
17.50A Bullock-Williams Lot 5 47900 47900 1051.88
O'Rorke, Hugh & Teresa
3.17A Conway Place 30750 86000 116750 2563.83
Olney, Daniel T. & Carolyn M
15.60A Sidney Bowen Place 52200 102000 154200 3386.23
1.00A Wood House Lot 5000 5000 109.80
Oxx, Gordon, & Carol
34.60A Home Place 1308 52200 28500 82008 1800.90
Packard, Robert & Newton Patricia
27.60A Home Place South Lot 2037 33300 95050 1 30387 2863.30
Page, James
26.00A Howard Lot 15600 15600 342.58
Page, Joanna
57.0A Fairbanks Lot 3776 3776 82.92
Paragon Communications
2.00A 21500 21500 472.14
Patch, Gregg
2.28A Daniels Place 31150 39550 70700 1552.57
Patch, Kevin & Wharton, Jessica
5.05A 33950 86000 119950 2634.10
Patnode, William & Donna
103.00A Carroll Lot 8363 37350 48450 94163 2067.82
Patterson, Steven J. & Delisle, Jill M.
6.40A Colony Hill Lot 18 44000 65000 109000 2393.64
Pearsall, Michael & Susan
21 60A Part of Gorham Place 46250 52300 98550 2164.16
Pearsall, William
5.30A Home Place 43950 65050 109000 2393.64
36.00A Piper Lot 1411 1411 30.99
1 1 00A Locust Pasture 556 556 12.21
6.70A Part of Herrick Lot 116 116 2.55
72.50A Bennett Farm 5960 5960 130.88
33.00A Naramore Lot 41700 41700 915.73
Peck, John
4.10A Allen Lot 25700 25700 564.37
Peirce Trustee, Chester D.
50.00A Handy-Ballou Lot 3312 . 3312 72.73
15.00A BallouLot 994 994 21.83
84.00A Green-Buffum Lot 5564 5564 122.19
50.00A White Lot 3312 3312 72.73
200.00A Bassett Hill Lot 13248 13248 290.93
246.00A Seaver,Bolles,Frazer 22695 22695 498.38
308.00A Bowen Lot 20402 20402 448.03
1 00.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
53.00A Harkness Lot 3511 3511 77.10
54.60A Randall Lot R22 3617 3617 79.43
265.40A Frazier Lot 17580 17580 386.06
70.00A Merrifield Lot 4637 4637 101.83
Pelkey, Royce L & Lori A
5.20A Land Lot Tract b 36250 59900 96150 2111.45
Perry, David & Ernest
150.00A Byron Perry Lot 19458 19458 427.30
Perry, Kenneth
138.00A Goddard-Amidon Lot 55200 55200 1212.19
7.50A Pine Hill Lot 3000 3000 65.88
Perry, Roger & Sandra
20.00A Carter Place 76250 58350 134600 2955.82
Perugini-Lambert, Dina
6.00A Greenwoods Rd 37450 89050 126500 2777.94
Picotte, Roger
41 30A Phillips Lot 5359 29900 104650 139909 3072.40
Pierce, Roderick & Shirley
6.57A 34750 54950 89700 1969.81
Pierson, Ray & Martha
5.10A OT Cass Lot 37600 83000 120600 2648.38
Pinard, Peter & Thomas
9.00A Williams Lot 745 745 16.36
7.30A Mullen Lot 604 604 13.26
Pitts, Lynne
8.30A Starkey Lot 143 143 3.14
6.50A Route 32 60 33160 82200 115420 2534.62
Plitt, Allen & Victor
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 25 23300 23300 511.67
Plonsky, Robert & Blanche
4.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 16 32300 23950 56250 1235.25
Pogorzelski, Evelyn & Stanley
29.0A Perley Amidon Place 1722 30500 65450 97672 2144.88
Pollack, David
190.50A Foster Lot 15773 15773 346.38
Porte, Michael & Huquette & Thierry
H.OOAPartofTwitchellLt 1843 31000 128850 161693 3550.78
Primrose, Kathleen co Kathy B
4.05A 27950 27950 613.78
3.08A Home Place 29100 48550 77650 1705.19
Public Service of New Hampshire
32.70A 98100 98100 2154.28
15.90A 47700 47700 1047.49
10.20A Multiple Lots 30600 30600 671.98
13.00A 39000 39000 856 44
29.50A Multiple Lots 88500 88500 1943.46
0.00A Dist Plant & Trans Lines 2,029,307 2029307 32509.50
101
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Purrington, Barbara
9.50A Fisher Lot Tract 1
Pursed, Dean & Elizabeth
4.49A Martin Lot
Putnam, Lloyd & Irene
0.50A Cottage & Lot 22





5.30A Granite Hill Lot 1
21.90A
Quint, John
15.00A Burgess Lot 1
15.00A Burgess Lot 2




1.00A Dan Buffum Lot
Ramsden, David & Phyllis
18.80A
19.50A
Randall. John & Margaret
12.60A Frank Bowen Place Sub
174.47 Frank Bowen Place
Randall, Rodney & Dale
2.00A Stinson Home Place
23.50A Swan Place - West
Randall, Rodney & Dale
26.20A Swan Place - East
Ranolde. Raymond & Adrienne
7.90A Fisher Lot Tract 8
Reichert, Francis
7.10A Colony Hill Lot 17
Reiniger, Clement & Catherine
15.00A Prescott Lot
Reppucci. Daniel & Norma
3.06A Pt of Beers Sub
Reynolds, Harry & Kathryn
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 16A
Rice, Frank & Winifred
5.30A Home Place
3.430A Pt of Thompson Howe #2
Richardson, Elmer & Barbara
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 1
41600 62000 103600 2275.06
25500 83400 108900 2391.44
10500 6950 17450 383.20
27500 59900 87400 1919.30
1150 1150
31800 31800 698.33
49550 90100 1 39650 3066.71




3795 32500 73800 110095 2417.69
4088 4088 89.77
391 391 8.59
57200 109900 167100 3669.52
49700 49700 1091.41
32500 54750 87250 1916.01
6621 6621 145.40
36400 32050 68450 1503.16
844 26175 59700 86719 1904.35
994 994 21.83
44300 199600 243900 5356.04
36650 38900 75550 1659.08
55000 55000 1207.80
30600 47450 78050 1713.98
24550 24550 539.12
40200 53650 93850 2060.95
26250 26250 576.45
31450 70950 102400 2248.70
102.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Richardson, Laurence
6.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 27B 33950 46100 80050 1757.90
Richardson, Robert
25.60A Leonard Lot Tract 2 1696 1696 37.24
Richmond Community Church
1.40A Blais Family Lot 6300 6300
0.35A Church Property 24500 158400 182900
Richmond Reality Trust
38.00A Winchester Lot 4483 4483 98.45
90.00A Merrifield Lot 12317 12317 270.48
Rizk, Rania
8.10A 33000 33000 724.68
Robbins, Revoc Trust, Dorothy
1.00A Home Place 32000 29750 61750 916.83
Robbins, Leland & Louise
6.20A Fisher Place 42050 27100 69150 1518.53
Robinson, Allen & Marcia
0.24A 350 350 7.69
4.25A Part of Sidney Bowen Place 33450 32900 66350 1457.05
Rodd, Thomas & Eunice
6.50A Part of Carl Johnson Place 45650 41950 87600 1923.70
Rogers, James & Brenda
12.60A Greenwoods Road 40200 32500 72700 1596.49
Rogers, Stillman & Barbara
6.00A Part of Lewis Cass Place 37700 67250 104950 2304.70
Romano, Gerald & Catherine
4.70A Old Narramore Place 28700 28700 630.25
Rose, William & Janet
3.57A 32200 72450 104650 2298.11
Rotaan Inc
1 1 00A Cragin Curtis Tract 1 42000 3400 45400 996.98
Royce, Jr et al John J
6.60A Brickyard Brook L 12 39400 106450 145850 3202.87
Royce, Douglas R & Maria EliopoulasT
4 40A Coll Subdivision 32600 50650 83250 1828.17
Royce, Raymond & Sherry
6.10A Brickyard Brook L 1 39000 66650 105650 2320.07
Rule, John & Linda
4.80A Pt of Cronk Farm 42075 39300 81375 1787.00
Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo
18.00A Lanes Factory Land 2919 2919 64.10
Ryan, Francis & Whitney
3.640A Barden Place 39200 40850 80050 1757.90
Ryan, Gloria
10.60A Greenwoods Rd 37650 37650 826.79
85.00A Bliss Lot 11632 11632 255.44
103.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
S & M Forest Trust




Salett. Peter & Stephen
1 60A Morgan Reserve Lot 6











25. OA Naramore Lot
120.0A Taylor Lot
27.0A Wilber Lot








9.00A Shipman Lot Tract 1
Schmidt. Alan & Linda
3.10A Otis Martin Lot 2
Schoeneberger. Michael & Leslie
88.00A Boyce Lot
Schofield. Mary
36.30A Atherton Lot Tract 1
Seekircher. Walter & Louise
2.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 5
Sewall. &T E Crellin. Murphy Fulton. Virginia M
1 60A Morgan Reserve L 18






































33850 98850 1 32700 2914.09
14269 14269 313.35
1681 48900 95950 146531 3217.82
33950 17200 51150 1123.25
28400 23050 51450 1129.84




1385 22000 20350 43735 96042
104.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Shinn, Albert
5.10A Sampson Lot 35200 41450 76650 1683.23
Silver, Jane
4.78A Bolles Place 33850 44250 78100 1715.08
Silverman, Terry
3.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 12 23900 23900 524.84
Silvia, Michael & St. Dennis, Michelle
5.48A Cronk Farm Lot 3 36300 86700 123000 2701.08
Simmington, Robert
0.41A Part of Royalston Lot 611 611 13.42
Smalley, Ronald
85.00A Beats Place 74550 30100 104650 2298.11
Smart, Timothy, Hodgman Tracy
4.41 Pt of Burgess Place 33150 60950 94100 2066.44
Smith, Alan & Cecelia
4.00A Reservoir Lot 37350 50750 88100 1934.68
Smythe, Sherry
84.40A Woods Lot 6988 6988 153.46
Snow, Wayne & Sherry
6.86A Greenwoods Rd 39800 77250 117050 2570.42
Snyder, Hillary J & James E
5.13A Prentice Lot 38000 37400 75400 1655.78
Society for Protection of NH Forests
44. 0A Garnsey Lot 2073 2073 45.52
250.0A Pelegtaft Lot 10609 10609 232.97
Spath, David & Nanci
18.80A Walker Lot 2 1620 28000 74600 104220 2288.67
Sprague Brook Inc.
15.0A Nutting Lot 6000 6000 131.76
118.00A Colony Lot North 7816 7816 171.64
154.00A Barrus Evans Lot 10201 10201 224.01
120.00A Sprague-Stevens Lot 7949 .7949 174.56
82.00A Woodbury Lot 6790 6790 149.11
80.00A Buffurn Lot 6624 6624 145.46
190.20A Kempton Lot 12599 12599 276.67
47.80A Bullock Lot 3166 3166 69.53
50.00A Barrus Lot 3312 3312 72.73
16.00A Sprague-Russell 1752 1752 38.47
54.60A OT Cass Lot 3617 3617 79.43
96.60A Harris Lot 6399 6399 140.52
33.00A Harris Lot 2186 2186 48.00
68.50A Pine Hill Lot 4537 4537 99.63
6.00A Parker Hill Lot 397 397 8.72
60.00A J Barrus Lot 3974 3974 87.27
6.00A Amidon Mowing 973 973 21.37
426.0A Colony Lot South 28218 28218 619.67
1 1 40A Pt of Freeman Lot 821 34500 35321 775.65
105.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Squicciarini, Nicholas & Dorothy
5.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 27A 34700 76000 110700 2317.77
St. Benedict Center Inc
12.67A Church Property 44000 556050 600050
Stachowicz, Theodore & Jane
4.74A Whipple Hill Rd 27700 27700 608.29
Stange, Conrad & William & Reynolds,Mike
1 1 40A Fisher Lot 433 433 9.51
Starkey, Eugene
86.00A Stone Lot 7543 4800 12343 271.05
State of New Hampshire
1.00A 20000 20000
125.00A Fish Hatchery 164200 164200
55.00A Cass Pond (No Land) 192500 192500
Stauble, Eric
50.00A Howard Lot 20000 20000 439.20
Stebbins, Michael P
1.46A Buckley Lot 22800 5900 28700 630.25
Stinson Family Trust, c/o Mary
85.70A Aldrich Lot 7096 7096 155.83
Stinson Family Trust, Coller Alice
5.30A 27150 27150 596.21
Stone, et al Robert J
2.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 2 25100 25100 551.20
Stone, Helen
6.70A Home Place 40550 32550 73100 1605.28
Stone, Robert & Judith
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 23 33000 54750 87750 1926.99
Stratton, Kathleen A & Linda
5.00A Goodnow Lot Tract 3 41650 70650 112300 2466.11
Strelitz, Pamela
5.14A Hood Lot 43250 81100 124350 2730.73
4. 1 0A Route 32 33450 79750 113200 2485.87
Sul Jr, Edward & Judy
35.00A 2748 27648 30396 667.50
Sullivan. William
19.20A Part of Esther Cass PI 2627 37500 66000 106127 2330.55
55.50A Lyons Lot Tract 1 4595 4595 100.91
94.30A Lyons Lot Tract 2 7808 7808 171.46
90.00A Willis Lot 12317 12317 270.48
Swanson, Carl & Francine
23.50A Sprague Lot 40500 45350 85850 1885.27
Swanson, Edwin & Linda
3.00A Fisher Lot 34000 37750 71750 1575.63
Swanson, Marcia
112.50A Sprague Place 75600 21700 97300 1807.31
7.30A Sprague Meadow 1450 1450 31.84
106.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Swanson, Timothy P
10.50A Brickyard Brook L4 40450 40450 88828
Swanson, Walter
6.30A Brickyard Brook L7 39650 51700 91350 2006.05
Sweeney, Norman & Patricia
2.00A Part of Williams Place 29000 37350 66350 1457.05
Sylvester, Armand & Dorothy
3.00A 38500 74550 113050 2482.58
Szczgiel, Philip & Gayle
3.90A 29600 29600 650.02
Talbot, Howard & Elizabeth
0.30A Cass Pond Lot 6 Cottage j 15500 14400 29900 656.60
Tandy Revoc Trust, NE & JC
27.80A Kelton Lot 1424 39400 62600 103424 2244.84
Tanner, Darold
15.30A Bullock-Williams Lot 6 455 30500 30955 679.77
Tattersall, Jonathan
12.00A Home 1693 30000 2750 34443 756.37
Taylor, Dana & Mary
9.70A Twitchell Land 44750 72250 117000 2569.32
Taylor, Jeffrey
25.40A Bowen & Scott Lots 4215 28100 59900 92215 2025.04
33.70A 1749 1749 38.41
Terabithia Land Co
3.13A Whipple Hill Rd 23200 23200 509.47
Thayer, Christopher & Tina
4.0A Land Lot Tract A 27650 800 28450 624.76
Theriault, Raymond & Betty Ann
5.00A Handy Lot 29150 29150 640.13
Thibeault Jr Claudia & Jacque
5.50A Cyr Subd Tract 3 38450 45050 83500 1833.66
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
43.00A Allen Lot 1656 52364 58450 112470 2469.84
1.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 20 28500 29450 57950 1272.58
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma & Thibodeau, Robert & Brunk, Anna
5.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 28 25500 25500 559.98
Thresher, Elmer & Hazel
7.60A Southwick Place 37400 62900 100300 1982.99
Tiemey, John & Kathleen
1.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 19 28700 69250 97950 2150.98
Tietgens Jr. Christian, Parker-Tietgens, Catherine
5. 170A Bullock Williams #2 297 32880 17150 50327 1105.18
Tietgens, Jr Christian
25.33A 5797 5797 127.30
Toegel, Daniel & Martha J
8.50A Pt of Atherton Lot 43300 66800 110100 2417.80
Tolman, Bernard & Evelyn
5.00A Meadow Land 1000 1000 21.96
107.
NAME OF OWNER(S) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Tonweber. Joseph & Patricia
29.4 Bullock-Williams #1 46000 149450 195450 4292 08
Torrey. Shaun & Lisa
9.00A Adams Lot - North 53500 115400 168900 3709.04
Tourigny. Ross & Kathryn
16.06A 44100 62650 106750 2344.23
Towle. Kevin A
61.00A MurdockLot 8348 8348 183.32
Town of Richmond
44A Walter Hillock PI 16000 16000
13.3 Swan Whipple Tract 5 19500 19500
1 00A Campsite 800 800
132.4A OT Cass Lot 142750 142750
5.80A Abuts Ralph Whitney Park 2300 2300
0.84A Ralph Whitney Park 1250 1250
0.09A Library 21000 45350 66350
1.40A Firehouse 33000 298000 331000
0.63A Civil Defense 18500 23000 41500
1.50A Amidon Park 2250 2250
1.00A Telephone Bldg 20000 250 20250
0.1 8A Vets Hall 23000 1 32600 155600
0.06A Vets Hall Land 1200 1200
40.00A Off Attleboro Mt Rd 32000 32000
5.30A Aldrich Cemetery 26500 26500
50.00A Town Forest 59200 59200
1.00A Town Hall 42000 77900 119900
2.00A Middletown Cemetery 10000 1150 11150
0.75A Benson Cemetery 3750 3750
1 00A Town Forest - Melvin Lot 20000 20000
20A Town Beach Lots 12 & 13 30000 30000
07A Town Beach Lot 14 13500 13500
0.08A Town Beach Lot 1
5
15000 15000
0.04A Town Beach Lot 16 15000 15000
0.50A Bowker Rd 750 750
60.00A Town Forest 24000 24000
59.00A Town Forest 47200 47200
31 00A Town Forest 56550 56550
5.00A 2000 2000
10.00A Town Forest 4000 4000
1.00A Barrus Cemetery 5000 5000
2.40A Cemetery 12000 12000
0.76A 19000 1000 20000
Town of Winchester
2.00A Rabbit Hollow Rd 6500 6500
Troughton. Roberta L
6.20A Martin Lot 47100 61650 1 08750 2388 15
True Revocable Trust. Victoria
25.10A Atherton Lot Tract 2 37000 4750 41750 91683
108.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Twerdy, Beverly co Edward
24.50A Part of Thompson-Howe 60150 35400 95550 2098.28
Underwood, Kim
0.50A L Lounder Place 24500 41700 66200 1453.75
United States Government
0.00A Trans Station 58300 58300
Urquhart, David L & Marie C
76.40A Bowen Lot 8259 8259 181.37
Van Brocklin, Hugh & Allison
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 3 46950 108750 155700 3419.17
Van Brocklin, Robert & Sylvia
47.10A Home Place* 3495 31000 24100 58595 847.55
Van Orden, Harry & Beatrice
4.88A Reidy Place 35700 39750 75450 1656.88
Van Sipe, Richard & Janet
3. 1 0A Morgan Reserve Lot 24 30650 34850 65500 1438.38
Van Valzah, Robert & Doris
26.00A Mullen Lot 3062 3062 67.24
2.00A Harvey Lashure Land 2900 2900 63.68
3.58A Home Place 30950 53900 84850 1863.31
14.70A Hooper Land 1731 1731 38.01
18.20A Otis Martin Lt Trc 5 2143 2143 47.06
Vaughan, Wesley & Debra
12.05A 46900 77100 124000 2723.04
Wahl, John & Debra
14.70A Ingalls Place 1897 48500 72000 122397 2687.84
Walsh, Colleen
12.10A BollesLot 1369 25500 54800 81669 1793.45
Walton Living Trust, Althea V
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 17 20050 14950 35000 768.60
Ware, Linda
5.10ACobumLot5 34350 39300 73650 1617.35
Warme, Rune & Marguerite
3.00A Lang Lot Tract F1* 32200 61000 93200 1607.47
Watt, Allison
14.77A Pt of Beers Sub 2021 1100 3121 68.54
Watt, William & Allison
28.04 Part of Beers Sub 4547 4547 99.85
19.54 Part of Beers Sub 3168 3150 6318 138.74
5.86A Home Place 38300 144800 183100 4020.88
WDK Realty Trust
3.00A Pt of Raleigh Lot R23 4500 4500 98.82
Webber, C. Richard & Patricia
1.00A Vienna Scott Place 28500 99900 128400 2819.66
Weber, Fredrich
1.00A House Lot 5000 5000 109.80
109.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Weekes, Robert & Carol
6.80A Eliza Ballou Homestead 41100 90450 131550 2888.84
14.10A Quaker Lot 51350 166300 217650 4779.59
Weinstein. Emanuel & Ruth
161.10A Barrus Lot 26122 26122 573.64
Welch, Judith & Paula
10.40A Brickyard Brook L5 42600 125800 168400 3698.06
Wharton III, Robert
12.00A Sweeney Meadow 4692 4692 103.04
3.60A Howard Lot 626 32500 69150 102276 2245.98
Wheeler, Donald & Julie
9.70A Southwick Lot 43300 90600 133900 2940.44
Whippie Trust
37.80A Willis Land 2504 2504 54.99
White, Bruce
2.10A Pt of Packard Lot 27650 27650 607.19
White, Russell & Judith
5.24A Toen Line Lot 519 17000 19150 36669 805.25
15.90A Swan-Whipple Tract 7 1317 1317 28.92
Whitham, Walden & Kathleen
18.80A Pat of Walker Place 51400 63300 114700 2518.81
Whitney, Richard & Major, Michelle
1.00A Hart Lot 36000 58200 94200 2068.63
Whitney, Richard & Dawn
1.00A Home Place 33500 52150 85650 1880.87
Whitten, Randy W.
16.00A Scott Lot 2053 11700 6050 19803 434.87
Whittum, Lewis & Kathleen
3.60A Aldrich Lot Tract 3 34900 115800 150700 3309.37
Wilcox, Jeanette M
23.60A 1865 27500 29365 644.86
Wilder, Mark
3.60A Bullock Rd Lot 5 36300 65500 101800 2235.53
Wildermuth, Dwight
5.00A Conway Place Tract B 35250 40250 75500 1657.98
Wilkins, Raymond & Carole
5.00A Rt 32 Greenwoods Rd 43150 21100 64250 1410.93
Wilkos, Joseph & Frederick
5.20A 34500 146200 180700 3968.17
Willett, Anne
5.20A Cragin Curtis Tract 4 35350 63600 98950 2172.94
Williams, Theodore & Hatt, Robert
3.01 A Part of Beers Sub 30500 48400 78900 1732.64
Williamson, Anne & Schorr, MAureen
9.50A Prescott Lot 41550 22500 64050 1406.54
4.80A Pratt Lot 778 778 17.08
110.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Wilson, Penelope
4.20A Cronk Farm Lot 5 32300 136550 168850 3707.95
3.79A Cronk Farm Lot 6 24200 24200 531.43
Wojchiechowski, Gene & Barbara
19.05A 2053 40620 239550 282223 6197.62
3.190A Honey Hill Lot 5 264 264 5.80
Wolf Creek Investments
15.0A Nash Lot 2432 2432 53.41
27.0A Pond Lot 2680 2680 58.85
118.6 Wagstaff Sub 11259 62550 73809 1620.85
Woodward, Norman
10.30A Fisher Lot Tract 2 1670 1670 36.67
Woodward, Norman & Barbara
11.70A Fisher Lot Tract 3 45550 105000 150550 3306.08
Wrobleski, Christine & Wil
7.60A Nash Place 766 32500 67200 100466 2206.23
4.40A Atherton Lot 713 713 15.66
Wyman, George & Margaret
6.16A Ruby Austin Subdiv 43800 54350 98150 2155.37
46.0A Dickinson Lot 3809 3809 83.65
Yale University
55.00A Taylor Lot 4261 4261 93.57
48.00A Taft Lot 3180 3180 69.83
47.00A Part of Land Lot 3113 3113 68.36
44.00A Stoddard Lot 2915 2915 64.01
YMCA Athol
0.00A Camp Wiyaka 607500 115600 723100
YMCA Cheshire County
8.0A Gates Lot 3200 3200
30.00A Calvin Martin Lot 24000 24000
9.66A Cass Wood Lot 10850 10850
26.50A Camp Takodah Wheeler Land 586900 1337000 . 1923900
20.60A Amidon-Naramore Lots 22650 22650
33.08 Cass Lot 64064 64064
17.70A Cass Pond Lots 233150 233150
1 1 80A Mann Lot Tract 4 11450 11450
13.00A HerrickLot 12450 12450
3.00A Nelson-Gray Lot 4500 4500
45.40A Mann Lot Tract 1 60000 60000
10.90A Mann Lot Tract 3 8700 8700
22.10A Mann Lot Tract 2 17700 17700
17.10A Mann Lot 32500 32500
1 20A Amidon Land 1800 1800
9.20A Rogers Land 103150 103150
75.50A Allen Lot 64950 64950
17.70A Pickering Lot 96500 96500
6.90A Carol Smith Land 5520 5520
9.00A Sherrick Lot 7200 7200
111.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
YMCA Cheshire County
0.1 2A Cass Pond Lots #7 & #8
0.07A Cass Pond Lot #1
1
0. 1 9A Cass Pond Lots #1 7 & #1
8
0.12A Cass Pond Lot #19
0.30A Cass Pond Lots #20 & #21
56.70A Coburn Lot 7
40.00A Mann Lot
Yost, Man/
14.00A Boyce-Swan Lot 2
17250
11250
22500
11250
22500
45350
32000
1916
17250
11250
22500
11250
22500
45350
32000
1916 42.08
112.


